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INTRODUCTION. 
SITUATION AND AREA. 
Linn county is situated in the east central part of the state 
and lies athwart the valleys of the Buffalo, Wapsipinicon and 
Cedar rivers, extending from the Buffalo-Maquoketa divide on the 
northeast to and beyond tbe Cedar-Iowa divide on the south-
west. It is rect.angular in shape and contains seven hundred 
and twenty square miles. 
PHYSIOGRAPHY. 
DRAINAGE. 
The three large streams just mentioned trench the county 
from northwest to southeast to a depth of from two to three 
hundred feet below the summits of their interplains. The gra-
dient thus afforded to their afHuents has been sufficient to 
enable them to push their subordinate waterways so completely 
into the inter-stream areas that marshes are not found of any 
extent. No lakes exist except here and there a moat on the 
lIood plains of the rivers, and a few ponds in depressions in the 
drift. The drainage system is therefore well advanced beyond 
the earliest stages in its development. 
By far the larger part of the county lies in the catchment 
basin of the Cedar river. To the south the Cedar valley is nar-
row, the divide being reached in from two to eight miles from 
the stream, the only considerable affiuent being Prairie creek, 
whose general direction is eastward. To the north the Cedar 
valley extends to within from one to three miles of the Wapsi-
pinicon river, and is drained by several large creeks flowing 
nearly due south in parallel conrses. The largest, Indian creek, 
is about twenty miles in length. 
TOPOGRAPHY. 
Linn county is included in the area covered hy the hypso-
metric atlas sheets of the United States Geological Survey, so 
that the relief is known with reasonable accuracy. The relief of 
the county may be described as consisting of two paha belts of 
hilly country, parallel and adjacent to the largest rivers, with 
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an int~rvening dlift plnin. 'fhe geneml elevnt,ion of the ceu-
tral plain is between 800 and 900 feet above tide. Below this 
level the rivers ha\'e ·cut to as low as 6S5 feet above tide, while 
above it the palm ridges, which are described in detail in subse-
quent pages, rise to, a maximum measured height of 1,240 feet 
above tide. The presence of these ridges neal' the rivers, in 
combination with the more active erosion at these points, gives 
a much more rugged topography along the streams and sharply 
contrasts the stream and plain areas. 
'I'he following table shows the elevation above sea level of 
the principal town,s and villages in the county. 
Table of Elc\·ntio"ns. 
AUTIIORIT~~----:-_I~~ 
-B-,,-'tr-m-n-. ------1-,0,-. -c&-cN'""._"""c-,. CCRr. 720 
Cedar Rapids. City uatum. JOS 
Centor Point U. S. G. S. 820 
GoggaD. U. S. G. S.. 860 
Ell'. B., C. R. & N. Ry. HI 
Fairfax. C. & N.-W. Ry. 7j;1 
Linn Junction. U. S. G. S. 150 
Lisbon. C. & N.-W. Ry. 871 . 
Marion. U. S. G. S. &W 
Mount Vernon. C. & N .. -W. Ry. 847 0* uaua ~ 
Palo. U. S. G. S. 151-
Paralta. U. s. 9. S. 8:10 
Springville. U. S. G. S. 8-10 
Toddyille. B., C. R. k N. By. 780 
Viola.. U. S. G. S. 900 
Waubeck. U. S. G. S. 840 
STRATIGRAPHY. 
General Relations of Strata. 
'I'he indurated rocks of Linn county belong to three great 
systems: Sillllian, Devonian and Carboniferous. It is pos-
sible that Cretaceous strata may hereafter be found to occur in 
the form of small remnants. . 
'rhe Silurian rocks found within the connty belong to the 
. upper portion, and occur in six minor divisions. They are suc-
ceeded by the Devonian, which has not yet been completely 
classified for Iowa. In Linn county there are a number 
of well marked stages which, for the present, are given local 
·names, 
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The Carboniferous occm-s only as outliers. OYer the indur-
ated rocks is sprea{l a mantle of drift, or ullconsolidated 
deposits of Pleistocene age, which in this cOllnty present par-
ticularly interestiug features. 
The fonowing table shows the formations exposed in the 
county. 





























The general dip of the rocks of Linn county, like that of. the 
geological formations of the state, is toward the southwest . 
.. Sublitituted for )Iount Vernon as used In !bate.'!:t lit thesuggesUon of Dr. Cah·llI. 
lOG Rep 
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Tbe lowest str\\ta, therefore, in the geological columu !>! th .. 
county are found in the northeast townships. 
Geological Formations. 
SILURIAN. 
PENTAMERUS OBLONGUS BEDS. 
These beds of the Upper Silurian enter Boulder and Jackson 
townships from Jones and Delaware counties, extending as the 
'Country rock as far west as Nugent's quarry, one mile east of 
'Coggan. From this point a more rapid dip carries them at 
'Coggan below the bed of Buffalo Gl·eek. The descent of the 
·creek displays them again five miles southeast of Coggan at 
Hill's mills (Tp. 86 N., R. V W., sec. 29, Se. qr., Nw. il. Here .. 
lsection of twenty-four feet of strata is given above water in the 
Buffalo, preSenting the characteristic features of the terrain. 
'The rock is throughout a buff, cherty dolomite, rough bedded, 
"with courses ranging in thickness-from two feet four inches at 
'the base to six inches above, parallel, constant and to the eye 
horizontal. Pentamerus OblOJlgllS Sowerby, abounds throughout 
in casts of limestone and chert. 
Nugent's quarry has some nine feet of the same 'rock, but in 
thinner layers, also abounding in casts of the same fossil. The 
upper foot or so is of finer grain and the Pentamerus casts are 
in calcite instead of chert and limestone as beneath. This 
merges into a foot of thin buff calcareous plates which may be 
transition beds of another tim-ain. 
CORALLINE BEDS. 
Beds of the Upper Silurian higher than the life zone of 
Pelltamerus OblO1lgu8 appear one and onc-quarter miles east of 
Central City (Tp. 85 N., R. VI W .• sec. 1, Sw. qr., Nw. fl. The 
limestone here exposed at the foot of a hill is foul' feet thick 
with an interesting contact, to be described -hereafter, with the 
Coggan beds above. It is a hard, bluish gray dolomite, con-
taining numel'OUS ,limestone casts of corals, but destitute.of p. 
oblollgus. A fragment was noticed of a pygidium of Bronteus, 
probably B. /"phami, though apparently somewhat shorter, In 
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Central City, at water level just above the dam, a massive dolo-
mite is exposed from which also P. ObiOllgllS is absent. This 
sub-stage will probably be recognized in the detailed study of 
the Upper Silurian of other counties and may then receive a 
more appropriate designation. 
I.E OLAIRE BEDS. 
This ten-aill occupies' a nal'1'OW strip along the eastern 
boundary of the county from Viola to the Cedar river, reaching 
here its ultimate northwestern exposure in the state. At the 
lime quarries at Viola, belonging to S. IT. Gulick, the hard, ves-
icular, sub-crystalline dolomite repeats not only the .physical 
characters of the dolomite at Le Claire, but is also affected by 
the same anomalous dip which obtains at that typical locality. 
At the south quarry, the heavily bedded layers at the south end 
dip 19 0 nmih. The dip lessens toward the north end of the 
qual'1'Y, where it is 80 • east 23 0 north. 
At tbe north quaITY, one-balf mile distant, the lower layers 
dip 3°, west 16 0 south. They are heavily bedded, from foul' to 
six feet thick, and are succeeded by thinner layers, which are 
one foot thick at the top of the quarry. At the south end of the· 
quarry the courses are all parallel. and dip about the same. In 
the center, however, the lower and middle layers merge into 
an obscurely stratified mass, above ·the nearly level surface of 
which the upper layers, eight feet in thickness, bend down with 
a northeasterly dip of about 10°. 
The Le Claire beds reappear at Mount Vernon and Lisbon, 
and on the Cedar they outcrop at intervals from the south 
county line to Ivanhoe bridge. Above this point they front the 
river in vertical cliffs, locally called the Palisades, nearly to 
Cedar Springs hotel southeast of Bertram. The outcrops grad-
ually increase in height from the county line until about a 
quarter of· a mile below the hotel where the maximum height of 
eighty-nine feet above water is reached. From this point (Tp. 82 
N., R. VI W., sec. 14, Nw. qr., Nw. i) the Le Claire rapidly sinks 
and, in less than half amile, disappears beneath the flood plain of 
the river. From the summit to the base these cliffs are, for the 
most part, formed of one massive layer undivided by hedding 
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planes and unbroken by lithological alternations. While the 
rock is broadly homogeneous, there are .slight variations in 
hardness and texture, producing cavernous recesses in its walls 
and the irregular relief chamcte1'istic of long-weathered sur-
faces of this dolomite. Neal' water level rude and inconstant 
courses, approximately horizontal, appear in places. Below 
Ivanhoe,bridge bedding becomes more distinct and extensive in 
the rock, the dip being gentle and somewhat various. 
W'"here quarried for lillle the quarry face presents a con-
glomeratic aspect, due, perhaps, in part to variation in the 
resistance to weathering in different pprtions of the rock. Thus 
large masses are blasted out, the cel1t~rs of which are hal:d and 
bluish gray, but having surfaces that are buff and somewhat 
.carious. Much of the rock is minutely vesicular from the 
removal of small fragments of fossils and has therefore a 
trachytic harshness to the touch. When these vesicles are of some 
size they are stained with fenic oxide. Silica in any fOi'm is' 
absent. In places fossils are so numerous as to affect distinctly 
the textUl"e of the rock. Bands are seen several feet in thick-
ness, made up wholly of the interstitial filling between moulds 
of Rhynchonel1as, or of a small spire-bearing sheH, or of casts 
of large crinoid stems. . 
At the lower lime quarry, nmv abandoned, there are numer-
ous nests of the saucer-like cephalic and tail shields of Ill(f.!1iuS 
';OXIlS. 
Though the fauna of this limestone in Linn county differs 
h'OIll that of the typical Le Claire in Scott county, the difference 
is probably due to geographical rather than secular causes. 
MOUNT VERNON BEDS. 
The Le Claire limestone, as defined by Hall, included only 
the hard, brittle, sub~crystaI1ine "limerock" at Le Clail'e and 
Port Byron, whose appearance, except in bedding, is substan~ 
tinily the same as that of the dolomite just described. 
At Le Claire this is succeeded by a soft, even bedded, granu-
lar, but not crystalline, buff or drab limestone, stated by Hall 
to rest in synclinal axes of the Le Claire, and referred by 
him to the Onondaga Salt group. This upper limestone has a 
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wide dist·l'ibut.ion oyer the Upper Silurian area in Iowa. The 
question of its l'elation to the Le Claire is au interesting one, 
complete data for the solution of which are perhaps not yet at 
hand. In the later geological litemture of the state the rela-
tion has been supposed to be sufficiently close to warrant the 
extension of the term Le Claire to conn' these beds also. 
Though the limestones in questionlllay be pJ"actically contem-
pOJ"aneons, still their lithological differences, and to some 
extent their biotic differences, are marked and constant. Even 
if these are due only to varying conditions of depositioll, accu-
racy and convenience in description will be subserved by the 
use of a local term, waiving for the present the question of the 
relationship of these heds to the geological series ill other 
states, For this reason the upper limestones are here referred 
to as the Mount Vernon beds, since at that place they present 
their distinguishing lithological features and contain also a rich 
fauna, the beds elsewhere, with perhaps a few exceptions, being 
unfossiHferous. This limestone is sufficiently soft to work with 
ease, but hardens on exposure. Bedding planes are constant, 
even, parallel, and usnally horizontal or with gentle synclinal 
or auticlinal dips. . The courses are often beavily bedded, but 
are finely laminated, disintegrating ill quan)T strippings into 
thin, soft spalls. The stone is dist.antly jointed. It is granular, 
vaTying froID an almost lithographic fineness to a coaTser rock, 
sometimes called "sandstone" by workmen, although silicious 
sand is quite absent. The fracture is even, following the 
impact of the hammer in any direction. On fresh surfaces the 
luster is dull, relieved by scattered minute, sparkling crystalline 
facets. Sometimes the rock is minutely vesicular, or contains 
larger cavities filled 01' lined with quartz or calcite or with 
both. In color it var}'s from a warID gray or light cream tint 
to pale or darker buff, sometimes reddened by felTie oxide. 
chelt nodules are cmhmon and thin layers of black flint rarely 
occur. 
The most southern exposures noted in Linn county lie about 
three-quarters of a mile apart on either side of au amphitheater· 
of hills which opens broadly upon the tigllt bank of Cedar river 
at Ivanhoe bridge. On each side of this ancient flood plain the 
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Le Claire rises in cliffs about fifty leet high, the Mount Vernon 
beds abutting upon it or gmduating into it laterally, the actual 
contacts not being visible. 
The southeast outcrop (Tp. 82 N., n. V W., sec. 32, Nw. qr., 
Nw. 1) is as follows: 
3. Loess and humus, forming summit of ancient ter-
race __ ._. __________ .. _. ______ .' __ ,.' _________ _ 
2. Geest, with drift pebbles. ____________________ .. ___ _ 
1. Limest()ne, soft; upper layers thin and rottenspaH.s, 
layers quarried four to nine inches thick, rock 
. compact, bu~ some layers highly vesicuhr with 
dusty cavities up to 3 inches in diameter (Mt. 
Vernon beds) ________ . ______________ .'._. ____ _ 
FEET. 
In the northwestern quarry, Anton Novak's, the rock is dis-
tinctly of the Mount Vernon type, though vesicular. It dips 
about two degrees to the northwest. 'fhe quarry face is about 
twenty-four feet high and its base is below high water in the 
river. . 
The rock of these two quarries once lormed a continuous 
stratum occupying a depression in the Le Claire at least fifty 
feet deep, and the present topography seems due in' part to the 
difference in obdumcy of the two beds. 
The relation of the Mount Vernon beds to the LeClaire may 
be studied also at the Upper Palisades. Not one-half a mile to the 
northwest of the highest cliffs of the Le Claire (89 feet high), the 
Mount Vernon is found in a slight excavation at Cedar Springs 
hotel on a level with the Hood-plain of the river. In places along 
the descending cliffs of the Upper Palisades, the Le Claire shows 
obscure stratification lines dipping to the northwest as much as 
thirty degrees. Along the summit of the rapidly sinking ledge 
the massive, vesicular limerock is seen to graduate laterally and 
vertically by intercalation, into even layers of crystalline dolo-
mite from three to eight inches thick and finely laminated, the 
Iamium being defined by lines of discontinuous cavities about 
1 mm. in diameter. These layers differ from the Mount Vernon 
beds in their crystalline texture. On the flat face of one layer 
a common fossil of the ~Iount Vernon and Stone City quarries 
was noted, the uppal" surface being covered with convex, rod-
like bodies, from 1 mm. to 2 mm. thick and from 10 mm. to 
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nearly" 20 mm. long, without joints, slightly flexuous or vermi-
cular, the same individual varying slightly in thickness and 
often tapering at the ends. The attitude of these thin upper 
layers, apparently transition layers ·to the Mount Vel'noll, is 
significant. They dip strongly to the northwest-one dip of 
forty-one degrees was measured - but curve to nearly hOlizontal 
within a few yards, forming a quadrant whose convexity is 
southeastward. Where especially noted they are fifteen feet 
thick, including three feet of interbedded ulimerock." 
The heavy northwest dip of the Le Claire at this point and its 
passage into the softer Mount Vernon beds, together explain ill 
part the topography of the region, the sudden change from the 
gorge of the Palisades to the wide alluvial plain extending on 
the left bank to Bertram. 
At Mount Vernon a similar juxtaposition of the Mount Ver-
non and the LeClaire beds may be observed. The quanies of the 
former, belonging to Messrs. Platner, Gregg and Kirby lie some 
fifty feet higher than the summit of the Le Claire at the Palisades. 
At about forty rods distant the Le Claire emerges at Robinson's 
lime quarry in a knob of conglomeratic limerock of which about 
twelve feet is exposed. On the east side it merges into regu-
larly bedded sub-crystalline Iimemck, the layers being from 
four inches to oue foot thick and nearly horizontal. On the 
opposite side it is flanked by the Mount Vernon limestone, which 
has at first considerable outward dip, but in a few feet b.ecomes 
horizontal. This part of the quarry has not been worked for 
years and the actual contact cannot be seen. Borings made in 
the Platner quarry show that the ~Iount Vernon stone extends 
at least sixty feet below the top of Le Claire at Robinson's 
quarry so few rods away. 
A slight deformation causes the Mount Vernon beds to 
reappear six and three-quarter miles northwest of Mount Ver-
non in a section desclibed on sllcceeding pages. 
On the Wapsipinicon liver these beds extend from Stone 
City to Waubeek, affording some of the largest and best quar-
,ries of building stone in the State. 
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'11he following theories have been proposed to account for 
the deposition of the Mount Verlloll beds in these deep hollows 
of the Le Claire: 
(1) The theory of unconformity with a long time inten'al, 
during which the troughs in the Le Claire were eroded, 'I'his 
is negatived by the close paleontological relation of the two 
beds, by the lithological gradation between them and by the 
occurrence of crystalline "limerock," in places in several coun~ 
, tics, upon the granular limestone of the Mount Vernon bed.s. 
(2) By unconformity, the troughs in the Le Claire beiug 
synclinal folds, This requires nO considerable time-interval, 
though Hall, who proposed it, allotted the two beds in question 
to different geological epochs, Some of the ohjections to the 
first hypothesis apply here also. Hall has since suggested that 
the dip of the strata at the Le Claire with which he defined the 
apparent synclines may be due to false bedding,· Certainly 
any measurements of the thickness of the strata at Le Claire 
based on the assumption of true dip give results grossly in 
excess of what can be couceded, For a distance of about 3,300 
feet below the village there is a continuous norlhern dip which 
must average at least ten degrees. This would give a thickness 
to the Le Claire of 570 feet, Yet at Davenport, twelve miles 
distant, the total Upper Silurian, as measured in the ·artesian 
wells of the city, cannot be over 320 feet thick. 
(3) By simultaneous deposition of the two limestones under 
different conditions, the "limerock" repl·esentillg the irregular 
aggregations of corall'eefs, and the granular limestone, off-shore 
deposits of calcareous sediments derived largely from the !'Befs. 
This theory has been skillfully worl<ed out in detail by Cham-
berlin in the V{isconsin field, where a like association of similar 
limestones occurs,t and seems best to explain all the ·ph811omena 
Qf the Le Claire obsBlTed in Linn county. No conclusive proof 
has, however, yet been fonnd that the Mount V m'non beds were 
fonned simultaneously with tIle reef rock. Their great thic~­
ness, reaching OYer fifty feet at Stone City and seventy feet at 
]\fount VerDon, thei!- wide distribution over the central counties 
'Twcnticth Annual UCllOrt Regents N. Y., p.30i. 
'tGcology of WI>5Couslu, \·01. II. pp. ~n-37I. 1m. 
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·of easterll Iowa, the appearance in them of post-Niagara species, 
: absent in the Le Claire, indicate that they represent a somewhat 
later stage of Silurian sedimentation. 'Jlhe gradations observed 
in this county between the two beds are not more close than 
-obtain between beds whose succession in time is unquestioned. 
The Mount Vernon beds were e\ridently Jaid down in shallow 
water. At Waubeek beautiful ripple marks attest the nearness 
-of the soIt calcareous silt to the surface of the sea. In the 
Mount Vernon quarries calcareous" mud-cracks" indicate a still 
higher position. 
BERTRAM BEDS. 
In the southeastern and central part of the county the lime-
-stones just described are succeeded by a well defined series of 
beds exposed along Big creek and its tributaries from Spring-
ville and ParaUa to Bertram. Along this line, nearly ten miles 
long, abounding in natural sections,_ the rock is practically the 
.same. It is a magnesian limestone, slow to effervesce in dilute 
hydrochloric acid, though ultimately dissolving completely, and 
-yielding considerable magnesian precipitate. It is bard and 
brittle, breaking with an uneven or sub-conchoidal fracture. In 
color it varies from a light to a medium drab on fresh surfaces 
but weathers to light gray or white. In structure it is com-
pact, non-crystalline, non-granular. It exhibits occasional 
brecciation 01' heterogeneity of structure, owing apparently 
chiefly to conditions of deposition, since the regularity of the 
courses is seldom interrupted. Where this brecciation occurs 
the fragments are always small, usually minute, and like the 
matrix. 
Weathered surfaces are sometimes smooth, sometimes pitted 
and rough with fantastic projections similar to those on 
weathered surfaces of the Niagara, but the TeUef is on a much 
smaller scale. The upper surfaces of detached blocks are 
usually crackled with a network of incised lines, the meshes 
being often rhombic and varying from a fraction of an· inch to 
a few inches in width. Connected with this is the tendency of 
the rock to. weather into small rhombic chipstone. At the 
Chicago, ~filwaukee & Saint Paul railway bridge over Big 
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creek southwest of Pamita, the upper liv.e feet of this rock. 
though remaining in place, is divided· into such prismatiC' 
hlocks hy two sets of fracture planes. A freshly fractured hor-
izontal surface often shows thin veins of calcite, and where the-
structure is more heterogeneous, calcite is interstitial. lIT 
the Bertmm beds are found the first evidences of those stresses. 
whose maxima am" registered in the Fayette breccia. 
Notwithstanding the facts we have mentioned, the rock is' 
commonly heavily bedded. Numerous sections along Big creek 
record layers two, three and even five feet thick. In one sec· 
tion (Tp. 83 N., R. VI W., sec. 26, Nw. qr.) two layers at the top,. 
each five feet thick, and a basal layer eight feet thick, inclose· 
twenty-four feet of the same drab limestone standing in a nearly 
vertical ledge, though more thinly bedded and tending to· 
weather into chipstone. An adjacent hillside about fifty feet· 
high is streWh from the summit three-fourths the way to the 
base with immense blocks of this stone, some being fifteen feet 
long. . 
On the whole, courses are quite constant and usually to the 
eye nearly horizontal, though roughly surfaced. The rock i'" 
often linely laminated, the harder laminal standing in relief on 
weathered surfaces. These lines are not even and parallel as 
in the Mount Vernon stone, but slightly flexous. Sometimes a 
harder lamina"-is seen to be a true horizontal vein. Close, thin, 
discontinuous, nearly parallel cracks, undulating, bnt approxi-
mately horizontal, are seen filled with calcite. Near the sur-
face the calcite is dissolved, leaving the rock apparently 
laminated, the divisions being marked by reddish stained cavi-
ties. No fossils have been found except one or two imperfect 
moulds of an exceedingly minute brachiopod. The position of 
the Bertram beds relative to the Mount Vernon beds.is clearly 
seen in a low anticlinal, cut across by the valley of Big creek. 
This fold is the continuation of the deformation to which the 
presence of the Upper Silurian in the east central and southern 
parts of the county is due. The crest extends northwestward 
from Mount Vernon. The following section is taken at the 
summit of the arch (Tp. 83 N., R. V W., sec. 7, Sw. qr., Ne. i). 
EXTENT OF THE BERTRAM BEDS. 
FEET. 
5. Slope, covered with imbedded -fragments and blocks 
of Bertram limestone; near the baSIl a block or 
ledge six fcet thick, actual contact with No.4 not 
obseroed, though but a foot 01" so apart.......... 28 
4. Dolomite or magnesian limestone; hard, compact, 
saccharoldal: light-gray in color, weathering yel· 
low; in vertical cliffs, with courses more or less 
obscure, dividing and again reuniting, resembling 
rough masonry; layers beneath becoming thinner 
and moredistinct ...................... _ ........ 19i 
3. Dolomite or magnesian limestlme; dark grey, crystal-
line, similar to No.4, but e\'enly and distinctly 
stratified in layers one-balf inch to three inches 
thick; weatherIng into chlpstone with quadrangu. 
lar faces ............................. ____ ........ 3 
2. Not exposed......................................... Ii 
1. Limeswnej fine granular, buffj in a verticalledge, 
splitting readily into thin layers with abundant 
casts of Leperditia (Mt. Vernon beds), to water 
in creek ...... _ ... _ .. _ ....... _._ .. ________ .... __ 12 
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Three-fourths of a mile to the southwest, at the ford of Big 
creek (Tp. 83 N., R. VI W., sec. 13, Ne. qr., Ne.1), No.4 of the 
above section has declined to twenty feet above the water in 
the creek and is overlain by thirty-four feet of the Bertram 
limestone, but two feet separating the distinct outcrop of the 
two beds. Nearly two miles further to the south, the same 
dolomite reappears at water's edge at the. bridge over Big creek 
on the Marion road (Tp. 83 N., R. VI W., sec. 23, Nw. qr., Se.l). 
To the north of the summit of the arch in the section given, the 
dolomite dips more rapidly, passing out of sigbt within three-
quarters of a mile. 
The Bertram beds are found as far east as school house· 
No.7 (Tp. 83 N., R. VI W., sec. 25, Se. qr.), on Carraway 
creek, and on the Chicago and Northwestern railway one mile 
east of Bertram. They have been traced as far north as one 
mile northeast ·of Springville (Tp. 84 N., R. V W., sec. 22, Sw. 
qr., Sw. t). There is at this point a typical outcrop some eleven 
feet above the track of the Chicago, Milwaukee and Saint Paul 
railway at a road crossing. A gully discloses above the Ber-
tram beds four feet of a soft, earthy, buff, magnesian limestone, 
with many cavities and numerous moulds and casts of a sroan 
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smooth surfaced Spirifer which does not seem to agree entirely 
with any Upper Silurian species. 
Tbe same magnesian limestonet with similar cavities or 
casts, is found overlying the Bertram beds on Carraway creek, 
on the Chicago and Northwestern railway one mile east of 
Bertram, and on Big creek (Tp. 83 N., R. V W., sec. 6, Nw. qr., 
Sw. il, but at none of these places is it exposed as a continuous 
layer as at Springville. 
COGGAN BEDS. 
The Bertram beds dip toward the west, since at the first 
outcrops west of Big cl'eek, four and one-half miles west of 
Bertram, they have passed out of sight, and the soft, buff, mag-
nesian fossiliferous limestone just mentioned forms t.he base of 
the sections. This limestone, which may be called the Coggon 
beds, as it is typically developed at that place, is succeeded by 
non-magnesian limestones, the Otis beds. Above these lie the 
Kenwood shales, which in .turn are subjacent to the lower liDle-
stones involved in the brecciated zone which has been called by 
McGee the Fayette breccia. 
SEOTIO~S OF THE COGGA;N, OTIS AND KENWOOD B~DS. 
The following detailed sections show representative facies of 
all these beds. Three-fourths of a mile east of Otis, quarries 011 
the Chicago and N orthwestem railway disclose the following 
.succession of layers: 
18. LimesooIle, yellowish or grey, highly argil· 
laceous, rough in texture, in part crystal· 
line, containing much silica, partly as 
masses 01" nodules of whitish translucent 
quartz and partly as angular fl"'dgment.s of 
the same .••.. ~ •••• _ •...... ~.............. 2 
17. Limestone, yellowish, argillaceous, thin bed: 
ded, slightly Undulating and weathering 
rapidly into marly clay .•. __ ....••••.••... 8 
Hi. Limestone, hard, compact, yellowish grey, 
81'gillac.eous;in layers four inches or less in 
thickness, lyingingentie undulations not 
more than a foot in height and about 22 
feet from trough to crest .• ___ •...... _.... 2 
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FEET. INCHES. 
15. Limestone, non·mll.gue"iau, varying In color 
from light drab w dark drab and to brown; 
compaat, hllnl_ and exceedingly fino 
grained as if made of finest calcareous silt; 
layers from nino to seventeen incht's in 
thickness, somewhatirl'tlgulnr in structure 
and bedding; lying in broad low swells like 
No. Hi; a lew rare thin seams display a bl'et,'-
elated structure with calcareous fragments, 
like matrix, less than an inch in diameter. 
!n all the?, la;yers SpirifersubumbotIus Hall 
IS gregarlOus. __ .••••• ______ • ____ . __ •• __ ._ '" 
14. Limestone, massive, yellowish, crystalline, 
weathering t(lreddish yellow • ______ • ___ _ 
13. Limestone, ferruginous; weathering ,into 
thin calcareous plates yellowish brown in 
color, and traversed by thin vertical seams 
filled with calCite; layers from one-fourth 
t-o four inchs thick._. ___________________ _ 
12. Similar to above but in two layers _________ _ 
n. Lirpestone, brownish, weathering lighter 
and into thin plates ____________ ._________ 1 
10. Limestone, hard, brown and crystalline; mas-
sive, but with distinct horizontal lines of 
lamination __________ .. ____ ._. _____ .______ I 
9. Limest-one, hard, compact, brow,""; wellthel~ 
iog to light greenish grey; brisklyeffer-
vescent in cold dilute Hel; in places macro-
crystalline, a fractured surface displayIng 
little except the large rhomliohedral faces 
of an impure brown calcite. __ • __ .________ 1 
8. Limestone, magnesian: bard, crystalline, 
compact, grey; weathering into chip"tono 
of irregular polygonal blocks a few inches 
in diameter ____ . _______ • ________ .. 
7. Limestone, hard, compact, light buff ____ •. 
6. Limestone, light brown, hard, brisklyeffer-
vescent, irregularly bedded: layers about 
six inches thick ___ ..• _._ •. _____ • __ • ___ ._ 3 
5, Limestone, hard, fine grained, compact, 
light grey; weathering to irregular layers 
one-hall inch to fonrinches thick and pass-
ing into beds below ____________ ._._ . ____ _ 
4. Limestone, magnesian, solt, light yeUmv. 
granular, inlayers ona to lour inches thick, 
not porous or vesicular: with some irregu-
larly distributed cores of darkel'and harder 
limestone and also lenticular masses of 
chert with centers of dark grey flint ar-
ranged in thin.horizontal layers. ___ ._.___ I 
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PEEl'. INCRES. 
3. Limciltone as above, massiye._______________ 1 9 
2. Limestone as abo\'e in thin layers. ___ :._____ 6 
1. Limestone, magnesian, massive; soft, light 
buH; somewhat argillaceous; containing 
small irregular nodules of cbert with hori-
zouta. linear arrangement with abundant 
moulds and rare casts resembling Spirifer 
subumbonus above but generally smaller __ 4 
Tbe Kenwood beds are represented in the upper tbree num-
bers of tbis section. Numbers five to fifteen constitutetbe Otis 
. beds, wbile the lower four members may represent tbe Coggall 
beds. A little to the ea.t of where tbis section was taken the 
Spirijer sltbltlllbolllls layers become con~iderabIy thicker and 
also can")' small irregular masses of black flint. :. 
About two miles west of tbe Otis quaTI")', above tbe mouth 
-of Prairie creek, tbe Burlington, Cedar Rapids & N ortbern rail-
way has scarped tbe upper parlj.of .a bluff on tbe west bank of. 
-tbe Cedar river and a qual'l'Y below the track continues the 
·,section nearly to the water's edge. . 
FEET. INCHES. 
11: Limestone,' buff, argillaCeous,' 'weathering 
rapidly intO a slope of marly clay a:n'd chip-
stonej some four harder layers each a.bout 
six inches thick are interbedded and stand 
out. from the slope iillow relieL __________ 20 
10. Limestone, non-magnesian. __________ :.______ 12 
9. Limesrone, light yellow, ,veathering to buff 
and reddish; breaking up into quadrangu-
lar blocks a. few inches thick; layers one 
to six inches thick: contains many irregu-
larly shaped dusty cavities often arranged 
in horizontal lines ____________ . __ .. ..:: _____ _ 
8. Limestone, brown, with close thin lamination 
lines and bands of lighter color; briskly 
effervescent; in two la.yers_______________ 3 
7. Limestone, light buff, hard, compact, brittle, 
on mural surface displaying a network' of 
perpendicular 81ld diagonal cracks irregu-
larly intersecting similar unc,en' horizon-
tal cracks at intervals of II. foo~ or less; in 
places weathering into thin layers from 
one-quarter to one inch thick_~_____ ______ 2 
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FEET. INCHES. 
6. Limestone, brown, crystalline, briskly effer-
l'escent, irregularly bedded, with large, 
solid white calcite nestsj much of the rock 
itself also crystallized in large brown 
rhomboids ______________________________ _ 
5. Limestone, similar to No. 7 ________________ _ 
4. Limestone, brown, crystalline, similar to 
No.6, lenticular below; upper foot tbinly laminated ____________________ ._____ ______ 3 
3. Lim~st(lne, light yellowish drab, magLCsiBDj 
transition beds_______________________ ____ I 
2. Limestone, moderately hard, light buff, 
magnesian; witb some thin lenticular 
scams of black flint layers 6 to 8 inches; 
transition beds___________________________ 1 
1. Limestone, moderately soft, buff, magnesian 
with moulds and casts of fOSl!i1s u.s at Otis, 
and some large concretions of black flint, 
eighteen inches in diameter, extending to 
within ele.en feet of the water___________ 6 
Of the above section, No. 11 represents the Kenwood beds, 
Nos. 3 to to inclusive the Otis, and Nos. 1 and 2 the Coggan. 
No. 10 is a variable member and a generalized description of 
:Several exposures along the track will afford a truer represen-
tation than a section at anyone point. There are two litho-
logical types embraced in it. The first, "A," is a hard, compact. 
non-magnesian limestone of finest grain and sub-conchoidal or 
"'plintery fracture, dark drab or brownish on first fractUl'e, but 
weathering to light gray or white; often homogeneous and 
thinly laminated; often somewhat in-egular in structure, occa-
:sionally containing in a limited area angular fragments of the 
:8Rme rock, which never exceed one-half inch ill thickness_ This 
type usually carnes 81Ji1'ijer sllbllmboJllIS Hall_ The second, liB" 
is a coarse, granular, crystalline, nOll-magnesian limestone 
usually massive, but sometimes becoming finer of grain and 
passing into th.in layers. When massive it is especially char-
acterized -by a l~udely concretionary or lenticular structure, 
the lenticular masses being twelve feet and more in horizontal 
·extent. This rock is brown in color, but often on fresh sur-
faces displays a fantastic mottling with greenish yellow earthy 
:spots. It also caI'l'ies SjJirijer subumbollus, the shells standing 
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in relief on weathered surfaces. It sometimes blends verti-· 
cally within the compass of a hand specimen ,vith tIle limestone 
of the first type. "An is usually superior, occupying the hollows. 
of the type fiB". In ODe case type "AU thickens from Zel'O on 
summit of lenticle to one foot on the side in a horizontal dis~ 
tance of foul' feet two inches. The lenticular masses, which 
sometimes are seven feet thick, are not arches or folds caused 
by lateral thrust, but are evidently due to canses. affecting 
d"epositioll. Sometimes type "Au is also inferior to type HB." 
On the opposite side of the river, quarries along the Chicago 
& NOlihwestern l'ailway have a fine, fissile, greenish clay one 
foot thick, at the base of the buff shale of number 11, underlaid by 
eight feet of thin layered drab limestone of the Otis beds. The 
Coggan beds do not appeal' further to the nmib on the Cedar 
river. From the mouth of Prairie creek to Cedar Rapids they 
dip gently up stream and pass beneath the river below the 
rapids to which the city owes its name and which are due to the 
change which there takes place from thesoft.and easily eroded 
strata of the Coggan beds to the harder strata of the Otis beds. 
At Kenwood, on the right bank of Indian creek, is a fine 
cliff whose base is formed of the Otis beds, which lie here at 
nearly the same level as in. the quarries just described. 
FEET. 
6. Breccia of small drab fragments with sparse matrix, 
including thE:! Gyroceras beds of Calvin. _________ 11 
5. Limestone, massi.e, brownLlb, argillaceous and ferru-
!!inous; graduating in places into thin reddish 
plates and inw shale; containing many angular 
siliceous fragments varying in size from sand to a 
few inches in diameter, and elliptical nodules, 
sometimes slightly laminated, the major axis 
reaching one foot in length; these consist of whit-
ish translucent crystalline quartz. A, microsec-
tion of a nodule from Fayette, identical in appear-
ance, consists of interlocking crystals of quartz 
and caloite, the former being greatly in excess 
and con!aining many and large inclusions. The 
base of this bed simulates strong unconformity, 
sweeping dOI¥nward into the shales below in 
broa.d curres and again ris-inguntil it nearly meots 
the breccia; where measured. ___________ ._______ 15 
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EXPOSURES NEAR MARION. 
FEET • 
.t. Shales, buff, calcareous; weathering into slope of 
marly clay; toward the top containing siliceous 
nodules and fragments, as in the beds abm'e, and 
toward the base forming small argillaceous, lami-
nated and fragile concretions ______ .. ____ . _______ 13 
3. Limestone, argillaccous, buff; thicker and harder 
layers, ,vith bluish cores; also showing imperfect 
concretionary structure _________________ . _____ ._ 21-
2. Shales, thin, fissile, greenish________________________ t 
1. Limestone, magnesian, thin layers, drab, dense; carry-
ing Spirifer subumbonus. The layers are mostly 
from one-baH to four or fi,c inches thick. These 
are moderawly smooth bedded, approximately 
parallel and lie in long and very gentle undula-
tions. The thicker layers and sometimes the 
partings are slightly fragmental, the fragments 
being SIIll\U, less than one inch in diameter, and a 
little darker than matrbc ______ . ________________ Sf 
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'fh_e upper member of this section is the Fayette bl'eccia. 
The shales and argillaceous limestones of numbers 2 to 5 inclusive 
are designated as the Kenwood beds, whi~h forIll a distinct and 
well defined terrain throughout the county. The lower mem-
ber represents the Otis beds. 
mUNG'S QUARRT. 
To the nOltheast, up Indian creek, the sb-ata rise, and at 
Young's quarry (Tp. 83 N., R. VII W" sec. 12, Nw. qr., Nw. i), 
the Otis beds extend to twenty feet above the creek, consisting 
of three· fossiliferous layers,- respectively one foot six inches, 
three feet·and one foot thick, overlying five reet of thin bedded 
limestone without fossils, 
At the old Twogood quarry at Marion we have the following 
section: 
FEET • 
.t, Breccia (exposedl _______ • _____ • ____________ • __ • ______ 10 
3, Kenwood beds, thin bedded, sbo.ly (exposedl _________ 13 
2. Slope, rock unexposed ______ ._. ____ • __ ._. __ • _________ H 
1. Otis beds, with Spirifer subumbonus ___ • ____ ._________ 6 
The Otis beds extend unchanged nearly ten miles east of 
MaTion, to within Jess than three miles of the Jones county 
line. A mile southeast of Splingville (Tp. 84 N., R. V W., sec. 
llGRep 
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34, Nw. qr.) they outcrop at an ele\"ation of O\'cr 100 feet higher 
than at Marion. Two feet of characteristic drab rock, traversed 
by vertical fissures and containing Spidler SUblll1lbollllS, oyer-
lie three or four feet of brown, ferruginous, crystalline, granular 
limestone, with drab flint nodules; of the latter phase tbe upper 
fi~teen inches is massive and the remainder is in thin layers. 
Returning to the Cedar 1'iYer sections, it is seen that the 
-Yarions beds descI'illed retain a nearly horizontal IJositioll from 
'Cedar Rapids to a lime quany, now disused, about two miles 
1l0lthwest of the city by the Burlington, Cedar Rapids & 
Northern railway track. The section here is: 
4. Kenwood shales, with quart.z nodules, the lower foot 
being blue; aboye this buIL ______________ • __ .___ 15 
3. Otis beds, massive ,vith Spirifer subumboElus at base__ 6 
2. Same in thin layers, one-half to three inches thick_~_ 4 
1. Unexposed to level of track ____ ~ _______________ • __ •• _ 7 
Further to the south thc characteristic inegularities of the 
Otis beds appear. The massive layer becomes lenticular and 
graduates horizontally into thin layers. Thin layers are flexed 
over it, thinning oyer the crowns, thickening in the hollows. 
Beneath number 2 of the above section appears a brown, thick, 
but ilTegularly bedded limestone. 
From the lime qUal~"y tbe strata dip to the nOlthwest, and 
in a little over ten rods the Otis beds sink beneath the milway 
track, which descends in the' same direction. The following 
section taken here at the southeast end of tlle railway cut 
repeat-s the familar succession: 
S. Breccia'with abundant buff matrix; fragments few, 
of drab, finely laminated limestone, often rec-
tangular in shape and sometimes nearly parallel 
but separated by matrix (Fa.yette breccia)_____ 5 
4. Limestone, moderately hard, granular, semi-crystal· 
line, buff, briskly effer\-escent and somewhat 
argillaceolls; m-enly bedded, gently flexed 
above, in layers from four inches to one foot 
thick; quarried lor building stone (Kenwood 
beds) _._. ___ ._ •• _ .• _ •• _ •• _ ••••• ___ ._. __ • ___ • __ 16 
FOSSILS OF TilE OTIS BEDS. 
3, LImestone, brown, earthy, semi-cl'ystalIillCj with Ii 
blue, hard limestone and Ii soft, coarse, granu-
lar and earthy limestone, dtU'k dl'ab 01' dark 
buff in color, often eartby when weathered. 
These are each extremely Irregular and \'lU'y 
in thickness, but 100'm one layer distinguished 
by the abundance of lenticular quartz nodules 
it contains (Kenwood beds).................... Ii 
2, Limestone, light yeUo\dsh buil, thin, laminated, 
shaly [Kenwood beds) ................... ____ .. 14 
1, Limestone, light brownish drab, hard, splintery; 
cyen-Iayered, in layers two to four inchc3; flcxed 
as seen _ further to the southeast O\'CI' the 
ilTegular upper surface of Ii brown, llllssi\'c 
limestone {Otis beds) ....................... '__ -l 
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There are one or two other exposures of these beds along 
the Ct:3dar 11.Ver which may be mentioned. A little over tw~ 
miles southwest of the railway bridge at Bertram, and the same 
distance west 01 the last outpost 01 the Le Claire at the Upper 
Palisades, the Otis beds lorm a ledge in a hill overlooking the 
flood plain 01 the river (Tp. 83 N., R. VI W., sec. 4, Sw. qr). 
The rock here is in places crowded with the common and only 
lossil of these beds. At the loot of the hill a buff magnesian 
limestone was once quarried. 
A small quarry of the Otis beds on'a hillside overlooking the 
-old flood plain of the Cedar, about one half mile west of Otis, 
has its special interest in the curious intermingling of black 
flint with portions of the massh'e Spir(rer sllbuwuollllS layer. 
Instead of being disseminated in nodules, it is aggregated in 
irregular columns and vertical leaves in a layer about a foot 
thick. The same layer was found in Cedar Rapids, in a sewer 
on :Fifth avenue west, extending 120 feet west of Second street, 
A hand specimen shows it to be quaintly mottled with 
impure blade flint and grey limestone resembling in outlines the 
IUottlings common in the more massive crystalline, ealthy lay-
ers 01 the Otis beds (figure 14). AlJOye this flinty layer were 
pockets up to two feet thick of dal'k fissile, nOll-calcareous shale 
and eight feet of thin bedded limestone, This has not been 
seen in place and the -workmen could 110t say whether the shale 
Teached the rock surface or not. Its position at once suggests 
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the greenish shale which forms th extreme base of the Ken-
wood beds. Its quality refers it rather to the coal measures, 
and similar clays belonging to a Carboniferous otlie areur found 
north of the city at Kenwood. 
The most northern exposure of the Kenwood beds noted in 
the Cedar Valley is at the nOlth end of the railway cut of the 
Chicago, Milwaukee & Saint Paul railway west of Linn, 
where a few feet of this shaly limestone are obscurely exposed 
at water level in river. They underlie, however, the Fayette 
j.'lllure 11. Dark flint and lImrstone from Fifth avenue se,vcr. C('dnr Rapids. 
breccia over the high prairie to the nOlth, as is proven by wells, 
and emerge unchanged in the valleys of the Wapsipinicon and 
Buffalo. The sections along these rivers repeat in every detail 
the Cedar river section except that the Bertram beds are absent. 
The Coggan beds repose, therefore, directly upon the earlier 
formations. 
At Coggan, the Coggan beds probably are in contact with 
the Pentamerus beds of the Upper Silurian, which have been 
noted as outcroPIJing at higher level a shOlt distance east of the 
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town. 'I'he following section taken at Ashby's quarry at the 
railway station will illustrate the character of the heds: 
3. Limestone, grey, hard, compact, sub-C1'ystaUine, mag· 
neslan; layers from one to four inches thick, 
weathering into bloek·ehipstone _____ ._ •• _______ _ 
2. Limestone, massiYe, pule bulT, magnesian; moderatel~' 
hard; granular, sub-crystalline: porous or yesi-
cular, with B few irregularcayities about an inch 
in diameter; in layers from eighteen to twenty-
four inches thick. These contain ill abundance 
imperfect moulds, rarely casts, of a small spirifer-
like shell indistinguishable from those at Otis, 
Cedar Rapids and Springville in beds attributed 
to this horizon. The lower two feet is ,·ariable. 
In places the rock weathers into'ehipstone, and 
is a brownish buff, semi-earthy, semi·crystalline 
_ limestone; thickness to quarry floor. __________ •. 
_ 1. Slope to waterin river, elsewhere seen to be occnpied, 
by massive limestone as above. __________ •• _____ 6 
A few feet above the level of the upper layers in Ashby's 
quarry the Otis beds are found adjoining the l'3.ilway track 
north of the station. The layers heTe vary, become thicker and 
thinner, and mass in lenticles thhty feet long, but in a 
manner -highly "characteristic of this horizon. In general, 
the upper member is a hard, light yellowish drab, com-
pact limestone, about two feet tbick, with conchoidal frac-
ture and in thin _ layers. Beneath this are five or six 
feet of varying brownish limestone. In places it is hard and 
compact, in places mottled, and earthy crystalline, composed of 
little angular fragments of hard limestone the size of coarse 
sand, with buff interstitial filling. Especially above, it tends to 
develop a black, flinty layer like that at Fifth avenue 
west, Cedar Rapids, in places passing into a ·vesicular, siliceous 
mass, resembling pumice. The total thickness of the section is 
about eight feet. 
Less than half a mile north of Coggan the Mains quarry 
(Tp. 86 N., R. VI W., sec. 3, Sw. qr., Ne. !) exhibits some 
seven or eight ·feet of the Otis beds overlain by eighteen 
inches of interstratified greenish shale and thin, layered lime-
stone with imbedded limestone fragments. The Otis beds here 
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are not so variable as at the railway statioll. The shales are 
found well developed in the adjacent cut of the Illinois Central 
railway. They are here five feet thick, highly argillaceous, 
somewhat calcareous, thinly laminateu, and blue in color. 
Nowhere in the county is the green or blue shale at the base 
of the Kenwood beds in such f01'C6 as here, and as it was 
believed to be the horizon of the Independence sbales a lIlost 
careful but fruitless search was made for fossils in the abundant 
debris along tbe sides of the cnt. The shale is overlain by 
rough buff or purplish limestone, sandy with angular chert 
and quartz sand, and containing nodules of quartz and calcite. 
This is four feet thick, and its layers are from one to eight 
inches in thickness. It is succeeded by two or three feet of 
thin, calcareous plates and rough, dark-reddish limestone, cov-
ered by drift. 
One and one-balf miles east of Central City is an interesting 
section, wbere the base is clearly Niagara in contact with the 
Coggan beds above: 
5. Otis beds, with large masses of black, flinty lime-
stone. _____ . ______________________ ~_+ __ ~+ ___ +_+__ 6 
4. Slope, no rocks in plaee______________________________ 10 
3_ Coggan beds, abundantly fossiliferous, with the same 
fossils as at Coggau; lithologically similar, but 
much more cavernousj resting directly and 
.apparently conformably on beds below ___________ 161 
9 Limestonel magnesian or dolomite, compact, grey, 
crystalline, granular; friable, breaking into cal-
careou:!! sand; made np of two upper layers in 
even courses four and five inches thick and a 
lower irregular Isyer a.bout ono foot thick resting 
directly upon beds below ________________________ It 
1. Dolomite, fossiliferous as described previoudy (Niagara) ________________________ • ____ .___ ______ -i 
At Central City, as has been noticed, a dolomite unquestion-
ably U ppel' Silmian, lies at the level of the water in the mill 
pond. At Fillson's qual1'Y, a quarter of a mile above the dam, 
there occurs, six feet higher, a vesicular, white, earthy lime-
stone, and another which is more compact, weathering into 
polygonal fmgments several inches in diameter. These are 
magnesian, but are not dolomitic, and in some respects resemble 
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the Bertram beds whose place they seem to occupy. 'l'hey 
al"e some thl"ee feet thick, and al"e succeeded by the lowel" layer 
of the Coggan beds, a soft, earthy, magnesian limestone with 
the usual fossil moulds. A few rods further up the rh'er a 
large quarry displays nearly the full thickness of the Coggan 
beds. The section taken here is as follows: 
FEET. 
5. Limestone, eYen·bedded, non·magnesian 
above, becoming more anti more mag· 
nesian beIOl" and so g'l'nduating by thin 
layers into the lrods below that the line 
between them is somewhat arbitrarily 
drawn (Otis beds} ••••••••• __ ............ _ 12 
4. Limestone, magnesium, light buff, compact, 
granular. ______ .- _________ ••• ____ . __ ... __ 10 
3. Limestone as abo.e, darker, also non·fossili(· 
erous excepting some minute yermicular 
cavities; in three layers _____ • __ .________ 1 
. 2, Limestone, massive, buff, magnesian; with 
moulds and tlaBts of fossils, as at CoggaOj 
porous and vesicularj upper layer cherty, 
with dark nodules forming in places a con-
tinuous band. The layers from aboyc 
downward arc respectively one foot, five 
feet and ten incbcs, elm·cn inchcs, and 
four feet ten inches in thickness. ______ ]2 
1. Unexposed to river _________________________ 10 
Numbers 2, 3 and 4 of the above belong to the Coggan beds. 
These beds maintain their level to a fine exposure on the left 
bank of the river, two miles northwest of Central City, at 
Granger's old qualTy (Tp. 86 N., R. VI W., sec. 28, Se. qr., Sw. 
1). The section shows their passage upwards iuto the Otis 
beds: 
FEET. INCHES. 
18. Limestone, brecciated, unfossiliferous, com-
posed of drab fragments, with abundant 
buff matrix in places. _______________ ..... -l 
17. IJtnestone, buff, inclosing a few brown, 
angular fragments ...... ______ •.•• ______ • 
16. Limest{lne, buff, earthy. ____ •• _._ .... ____ __ 
15. Slope, with buff limestone fragments pro-
truding in places ............. __ ........ __ 34 10 
14. Limestone, massi.e, buff and brownish mot-
tled, with much calcite irregularly dis' 
seminated ______________ •• ______ •• ___ •• ___ 1 
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INCHES. 
13. Limestone, hal'tl, grey, compact, crystal-
line; slow in eIIClTcscence •••••••• _____ •• 10 
12. Unexposed. ___________ ._ •• _._._. '._ ••• '.__ 3 
11. Limestone, hard, compact, l'flthcl' dark 
drab, Iveathering lighter nnd breaking up 
under atmospheric agencies into bard 
l'hombic chipstoncj layers two to four 
inches in thickness; bl'iskly effCl'\'cscent. 
10. Limestone, hurd, compact, light grey, sac-
charoidu.l, in layers fin" se\'cn Hud tw"Cl\'C 
inches _____ .'._._._._._._._.'.' •• _____ .'. 2 
9. Limestone, hard, dense, non-crystalline, 
light yellowish dl'llb in color, weathering 
into slllall chlpstono with conchoidal frac-
ture • ___ • ____ • ___________ ._. ________ • ___ • 2 
8. Limestone, grey, bighly (}rystalline, the 
rock as 11 whole ha.Ying interrupted crys-
talline cleavages ________________________ _ 
7. Limestone, drab, hard, dense, crypt(l-Crys-
talline, weathering lighter, a.nd into 
- polygona.l chipstone; fracture conchoidal, 
layers two to four inches thick___________ 1 
6. Limestone, hard, brown, gra.nular, crystal-
line, rough tQ the toneh and briskly 
effervescent _______________________ ._____ 11 
5. Limestone, dense, non-crystalline, of imps}-
palpable grain and conchoidal fracture, in 
thinlo.millffi______________________________ 1 
4. Limestone, hard, grey or light buff, 
minutely vesicular, especially the upper layer ________________________ .___________ ] 
3. Limestone, hard, dense, cryptD-crystalline, 
and non-crystalline: light and darker drab 
in color; in four layers, which weather 
into polygonal masses; resting directly and 
without apparent Unconformity on the beds below__ ____________________________ 1 
2. Limestone, magnesian, soft, pale buff, of 
earthy lustre; in layers of six inches, one 
foot three inches, one foot two inches, and 
t.hree feet three inches. The upper layer is 
more dense than those below, and contains 
minute vel'1llicular cavities. None of the 
layerEi are laminated. They are highly 
vesicular, with cavities of the small, 
smooth-surfaced spirifer characteristic of 
these beds, and contain many irregular, 
dusty cavities up to ao loch or more in 
OTIS BEDS OF SAWYER'S QUARRY. 
FEET. INCHES. 
diameter. In the,,;o lasel's was found also 
the cast of a pygidium identified by Dr. 
Cah·in.as belonging to 0. small individual 
of Dalnumitcs rcrruCOSIlS (Hall} ____ .• ___ •• 8 
1. Unexposed to water in rh'cl' ................ 21 
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Of the above section numbers 1 and 2 belong to the Coggon 
beds, numbers 3 to 14 inclusive represent the Otis beds and num-
bers 15 to 17 the Kenwood. 
The exposure was first dsited by the writer, and a section 
published, a number of years since, when stone was being taken 
out for bridge piers at Paris. It was then found that the lay-
ers of buff, magnesian limestone, nmv covered, extended to 
within ten feet of the water. 1'he thickness of these from below 
upwards was noted as 31, 19, 27, 9, 9, and 5 inches. It was then 
snpposed to be the only section in the state showing Silurian 
and Devonian strata in contact. The section has recently 
been republished by McGee,* together with a similar section at 
Fayette, Iowa. In the latter the massh'e, buff, magnesian 
limestones which underlie the Devonian strata are stated to 
contain fossil casts, and upon these must rest'the question of 
the identity or diversity of these limestones with the Coggan 
beds. 
In the above section all the courses are even and approxi~ 
mately horizontal, except· where _ otherwise stated, and as in 
similar sections at Otis, Cedar Rapids and Central City no evi-
dence of unconformity at any points was observed. 
SAWYER'S QUARRY. 
(Tp~ 86 N., R. VI W., sec. 33, Ne. ql'., Sc. t.) 
Here Otis beds were once quarried for lime. The succession· 
is the same as so often noted: 
FEET.' INCHES. 
3. Kenwood beds •• _. __ •••• _ ••••• _ •••••• __ ••••• 2 
2, Otis beds in seven courses, upper laYilrs of 
ten inches, with bla.ck flint a.s at Cedar 
"Rapids, FiftIi a.cnne west ••.. __ ••. _..... 16 B 
1. Unexposed to ri.er. _ ....•. __ .. _ ••• _._ •.•• _. 6 3 
On a small creek to the west of the 1;,'er (Tp. 86 N., R. VI 
W., sec. 33, Se. qr., Sw. i) are found some outcrops that supple· 
ment the section at Granger's quarry. The heavily layered 
*Elaventh Annual Report; U. S, Goological Snrvey. p. 315. Washington, 100& 
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Coggnn beds lorm a ledge near the river. Half a mile up the 
creek five leet 01 the upper layers 01 the Otis beds appear, 
rough, mottled amI litbologically heterogeneous. 'fhey are 
overlain by a blue, calcareous shale four feet in thickness, 
which has been used experimentally for blick and found to· 
burn white. 'I'his graduates into seventeen feet of typical bull' 
Kenwood slmles, with quartz nodules some nine inches in 
diameter. The buff shales merge into four leet 01 harder 
argillaceous limestone. 'l'hey were tested by A. S. Hatch of 
Central City and lound worthless lor every economic purpose. 
·CED.tH BLUFF.) 
A little over three miles northwest of Granger's quaITY, in a 
direct line, the bluffs on the right bank of ·the Wapsipinicon 
afford a number of fine sections. The one known as Cedar" 
Blull' (Tp. 86 N., R. VII W., sec. 24, Ne. qr., S. il shows that the 
Otis and Coggan beds have both dipped beneath the river at. 
this point. 
FEET. 
5. Limestone, fossiliferous, sho.ly; outcropping along a. 
slope, apparently disturbed or brecciated 
(Devonian). ". _______ , ________________________ ." 10 
4. Breccia, composed mainly of large fragments of 
hard, drab limestone, with Bome fossiliferous 
fragments _____________________________________ 23 
3. Limestone, soft, earthy, dark" buff, reddish; with 
angular cavities and with angular limestone 
fragmentsj the matrix constituting the ma.in 
mass of the rock, passing downward into thin, 
calcareous plates a fraction of an inch thick 
containing botryoidal aggregations of spheri-
cal clayey concretions _________________________ 17 
2. Lime~toneJ soft, bua, with blue cores in lower lay-
ers, finely and evenlylaminated________________ 9 
I. 'raIns to water's edge, where 0. blue clay or shale 
occurs. Here, as at Granger's, quartz nodules 
occur in talus, but were not seen in place ____ ._ 4t 
N umbm' 4 is the Fayette breccia and numbers 1, 2 and 3 the 
Kenwood beds. 
WOLF'S Dl:N. 
At· the Wolf's Den, about a mile up stream lrom Cedar 
Bluff, the Fayette breccia rests directly on thin, solt, and 
evenly laminated sbales. The line of contact is uneven and. 
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strongly'suggests unconformity, but shale and breccia are so-
weathered that the alternative of slips along the scarp is possi-
ble. The base of the breccia is here seventeen feet abm'e the 
water. Four miles further to the uorthwest, at Troy Mills, the 
Kenwood beds have suuk out of sight amI the breccia occupies 
the cliannel of the river. 
At a few points between the immediate valley of the 
Cedar and that of the Wapsipinicon, in the central part of the 
county, the Fayette breccia is cut through, revealing the Ken-
wood beds. They were noted on East Otter creek (Tp. 85 N., 
R. VII W., sec. 15, Nw. qr., Sw. i), Otter Creek township, and on 
Dry creek (Tp. 84 N., R. VII W., sec. 28, Se. '11'., Nw. !). 
RELATION OF COGGAN AND BERTRAM BEDS. 
The lithological affinities of the Coggan beds are with the 
Silurian,- and the three or four fossils hitherto found seem to be-
of Silurian types. The rock greatly resembles that of the 
Mount Vernon beds, differing in greater vesicularity and 
absence of lamination. It is further distinguished by the inter-
position of the Bertram beds between it and the Mount Vernon 
beds, in the central and southern portions of its outcrop. 
It must be admitted, however, that the place assigned to-
the Bertram beds is somewhat anomalous. When the survey 
of the county was begun, it seemed at lirst probable that the 
Coggan beds were the westward extension of the Mount Vernon 
beds, while the Bertram beds were the eastward extension of 
the Otis beds. This hypothesis has the merit of simplicity and 
is supported by several considerations, chief of which is the-
absence of the Bertram beds in the Wapsipinicon sections, 
the other members of the Cedar river series beipg present and 
unchanged. -
Nevertheless, the separation of the Otis and the Mount Ver-
non beds by the Coggan and Bertram beds is believed to be in 
accord with the facts for the following reasons: 
1. The presence above the Bertram at Splingville and on 
Big creek of a soft, buffJ earthy, magnesian limestone (appar-
ently as magnesian as the Coggan beds) with imperfect casts of 
fossils apparently identical in species and distribution with those-
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of the Coggall beds. Assuming the identity of this limestone 
with the Coggan, the subjacent position of tho Bortram to the· 
Coggan is proven. The Beliram beds have already been shown 
to be supelior to the Mount Vernon beds. The only possibility of 
error in this argument lies in the fact that possibly the soft, 
buff, magnesian limestone lying above the Bertram at Spring-
ville and on Big creek may be decayed magnesian layers of the 
Otis, and that the imperfect moulds and casts found here have 
not been distinguished from those of a really distinct species in 
the Coggau beds. * or that tbe same species ranged from Coggan 
to Otis time and its presence in the two· beds is not proof of 
. their identity. 
2. The absence in the Coggau of the fossils of the Mount 
V BrDon and vice versa. 
3. The difference _ between the Otis and the Bertram beds, 
which, when closely studied, becomes more and more apparent. 
In the former Spil'ifer subumbolllls is found gregarious in every 
outcrop 11'Om southeast 01 Springville to the Cedar liver, In 
the latter no fossils are found. The upper layers of Otis, whose 
entire thickness is less than the Bertram, are· non-magnesian; 
the Beltram is magnesian throughout. The granular, c!ystal-
Unelayers 01 the'Otis, oltenmottled and in part earthy, and 
-containing black flint ilTegularly disposed, often lying in len-
ticular masses and alternating with ,thin layers of compact 
rock-these characteristic layers of the outcrop of the Otis in 
all parts of the county are entirely absent from the Beltram. 
In the absence in it of silica in any form the Bertram resem-
bles the. Le Claire rather than the lower Devonian limestones 
of Iowa. On the whole, also, the Bertram beds are more heav-
ily and more evenly bedded than the Otis. 
The force of these considerations compelled the .relinquish-
ment of the first hypothesis of the identity of the Coggau with 
the Mount Vernon beds and of the Bertram with the Otis, and 
the placing of them as distinct beds in the succession already 
stated. 
-TLe species In question Is a. splrlter akin to Spfrl/rr moduoltU Hall. It beluIIgS thus to a 
type ranging from Silurian to Carboniferous, In wbleb speclflcdltl'erences are InconsplcnOIlS 
in Imperfect specimens. 
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DEYONIAN. 
WAPSIPINICON STAGE. 
The term Wapsipinicon has been suggested as an appropri-
ate designation for the various lower beds of the Devonian 
senes in Iowa, including as the superior member of the stage 
the Upper Davenport or Gyroceras beds.* The name indicates 
the exposure of the entire terl'aiu in the gorge of the Wapsi-
pinicon river from Troy Mills to Centml City. The typical 
exposures, however, of the several beds of the terrain to which 
they owe their individual names are found elsewhere, along the 
Cedar and Mississippi rivers. The beds constituting the rocks of 
the Wapsipinicon stage are the Upper Davenport, the Lower 
Davenpo~t, the Kenwood including the Independence shale, 
and the Otis. To these fnture investigation may add the Cog-
gan. As the Upper and Lower Davenport beds are found in 
·the county only in a brecciated condition they are here 
described under the name given to this brecciated zone, the 
Fayette breccia. 
OTIS BEDS. 
The lithological affinities of these beds are wholly with the 
Devonian, as bas been seen in the detailed description of their 
many sections given in the preceding pages. They graduate 
downward by thinly bedded magnesian transition layers into the 
buff, heavily bedded magnesian limestone of the Coggan. 
Spirifer 811bumbonus Hall, the characteristic fossil of the 
Cedar river sections (absent on the 'Vapsipinicoll and Buffalo), 
is a well known Devonian species ranging through the Hamil-
ton and Tully and into the Upper Chemung. The species in 
its typical form ha-s not hitherto been found in Iowa. The 
specimens from the Independence shale, so -named provision-
any by Calvin, are stated in his description to differ from the 
type_materially in size and in the width of the hinge area.* 
The specimens from the DHs beds al'e smaller than those from 
the Independence shales, their hinge area is narrower, the 
umbonal region of the ventral valve is more prominent and its 
beak higher and more recurved. 
4-1'roc.la. Acad. t'cl, 1m. Vol. t, pt. lv, pp. 2Hlj. Des Moine;;, 1891. 
*Dull. U.S. Geog. and Gcol. Surv., \'01. IV, p. m. Wa,sblpgtoll,I508. 
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It is a very interesting fact that these beds which add a new 
:and inferior member to the Devonian smies in Iowa do not 
introduce any species of lower miige than those which already 
constitute the Devonian fauna of tbe state; So far as the fos-
sils of tbe Otis beds go-a fauna composed of Olle species in 
not a wide basis for induction-they ally them with the 
Devonian beds above rather than with any beds elsewhere l'ep-
rm:enting epochs pl'eeeding the Hamilton. The liue of Sepal'3.-
tion between the Otis beds and the Independence shales is in 
most sections rather sharply drawn. The upper layel's of the 
'Otis l'epresent disturbed sedimentation, but the tmllsition 'is 
usually quite abrupt between the drab, non-magnesian lime-
stones of the 81Jirije1' slIb!/J1/ooJ/us layers and .the blue fissile 
.shales at the base of the Kenwood beds. 
KENWOOD BEDS. 
The position and the nature of these beds define them, 01' at 
least their lowermembm', as the equivalent of the Independence 
.shales, It will be remembered that the Independence shales 
were first discoyored in a shaft sunk near Independence, and 
consisted of sixteen feet of fissile shale, dark and eal'bonaeeous 
.above, grey below, and eanying a deh and highly interesting 
fauna, which was fully described by Calvin. They were shown 
to immediately underlie the Gyroceras beds, and traces of a 
shale at this horizon haye since been noted by the same 
authority at sel'eral points in Buchanan county. From rUlllors 
of coal found at Yal'iOllS places along the eastern outcrop of the 
Devonian in Iowa, the genBl-aIization was made that these 
shales were not -a merely local deposit, but constituted a widely 
distributed member of the Devonian series in the state. Sub-
sequently the evidence supporting this conclusion was some-
what weakened by the discovery of Carboniferous outli81's at 
·some of the localities referred to h'om which rumors of coal 
had gons forth, and by the fact that no natural section of theso 
shales had hitherto been found. Therefore, though the Inde-
pendence shales have remained au accepted member of the 
Deyonian series, any evidence of their extension beyond the 
IJlace and county of their discmTe1'Y is welcome. It is true. 
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that the eyidence ill faYOI' of the identity of the Kenwood beds 
with the shales of the shalt at Independenco might bo 
stl'Onger. The former are destitute of fossils and carry no 
trace of carbonaceous matter. But the position of both, 
beneath the Gyroceras beds, and their argillaceous nature we 
must accept as proof that they occupy the same geological 
horizon. 
The. term Kenwood is therefore used in this paper only as a 
local synonym of the term which has the rights of wide 
acceptance and long priority. 4 
Such·· a local synonym has seemed useful and necessary. 
because of the differences which obtain between the shales ·in 
Linn county and'those of the typical locality! because of thoir 
ftdler development here! and especiaJiy since the exact paral-
lelism of the Independence shales seems to be with the blue 
. shale at the base of the Kenwood limestone and shales l'ath.er 
than with them as a whole. The Independence shales in their 
typical fossiliferous 01' cat'bouaceous phases have bee~ found at 
two places in the county. Mr. E. N. Beach of Troy Mills 
states, that a well dug west. of Walker (Tp. 86 N., R. VII W., 
sec, 8, Se. qr., N e.ll pierced a blue shale at a depth of one hun-
dred 'feet. A fossil, Stl'opllOdoJlta armata Hal1, was brought 
up by the sand pump and is now iu Mr. Beach's . possession. 
Crystals of pyrite are attached to the shell and it is filled with 
soft blue clay. 
In 1877. as was reported at the time, a weH sunk on the 
farm of Mr. C. Remphill, neal' Lafayette, reached a thin seam 
of coal at a depth of ninety feet. This also bolongs without 
doubt to the Independence shales, as the well mouth is upon or 
above the Fayette breccia. 
FAYETTE BRECCIA. 
The breccia which succeeds the Kenwood beds in Linn 
county is undoubtedly part of the brecciated zone which 
extends along the eastern outcrop of the Dm'onion from Dav-
enpOlt at least to Fayette, at practical1y the same horizon. In· 
Linn county it is believed that the clastic forces were at a 
maximum; the breccia is thickest here and best displays its 
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characteristic phases. In this county seve.ral distinct litholog-
ical and faunal stages are involved, which it may be well to· 
state before giving in detail any farther sections of it. The 
brown or buff, earthy, ferruginous and quarlziferous limestones. 
of the upper Kenwood not infrequently contain sparse, angular, 
limestone fragments, and pass upward into a breccia in which 
the buff matlix is abundant and often contains angular, sili-
ceons sand. The included fragments are small and few. This 
constitutes the first and lowest stage. 
Figure n. Fayette brecci:l of Hrst stage from Granger's Quarry. Centrlll City. 
A second stage is .that in which drab fragments, usually 
small, constitute the bulk of the breccia, the softer buff or grey 
matrix being for Ute most part interstitial. The fragment.s are 
composed of a hard, dense limestone, light or dark drab in color, 
ringing under the hammer, compacted of impalpable and pure 
calcareous silt, and breaking with smooth conchoidal or sub-
conchoidal fracture. 'Jlhe rock in its original state was to a 
large extent thin layered. as may be seen from the irregular· 
rectangular shape of many fragment.s. 'llbey also often show 
finest and close lamination lines picked out by weathering, but 
the lamium remain firmly cemented together. These lines are, 
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apt to be undulating, .contorted or sharply flexed, or e\"cn con-
centric. rrhis limestoile resembles some of the layers of the 
Otis beds that bear Spinier lill[mll/boJlus. A theory of t.he for-
mation of the breccia might l}Ossibly be framed which would 
admit the presence of fragments of the Otis limestone as clas-
tic sediments in the breccia, despite the inten'ening Kenwood 
shales. But it is marc prohable that a lowering of the sea floor 
Figure 16. Contorte~ lalilillro lu breccia frlLgmcut ot second stage; from below Hoblns. 
at the close of Kenwood times allowed again the deposition of 
pure calcaTeous silt. If the fragments in question weTe derived 
from the Otis, in which SpirijcJ' SUIJllIllUOIiIfS isso abundant in the 
Cedar valley, it seems hardly possible that among the lUany 
thousands of fragments of this type scanned, none should have 
been fonnd fossiliferous. The browll crystalline limestone of 
the Otis is also absent from the breccia. The thin layered, 
drab, non-magnesian, non-fossiliferous limestone which we 
believe was deposited upon the Kenwood, and whose fragments 
constitute the bulk of the breccia is not found undisturbed in 
Linn county. It is identical with the thin layered, partially 
brecciated,' uufossiliferous limestone occupying this hQrizon, 
exposed along the Mississippi from Dayenport to GilbertsYilIe. 
To avoid repetition of descriptive teruls, the limestone which 
forms the fragments of the second stage may be called the 
tZGRep 
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Lower Da,'enport type. Although the Lower Davenport beds 
have been wholly broken up so far as seeu in Linn county, 
large masses are occasionally found which themsehres contain 
rectangular Cragments of laminre of the Lower Da,'ellport type, 
which stiU remain approximately parallel and hOlizDutal 
though separated by a grey mabix. Such a ma...~ from west of 
Linn Junction is figured below. 
Figure Ii. Fayette breed;; illustratlul; comple:t brecciation amI parallelism of 
fmgrncnts; frum west ut Linn. 
In this stage brown fragments of the upper Kenwood are 
also sometimes present. 
A third well defined stage is that in which large fragments, 
often several feet long, of heavily bedded, tough, grey, semi-
crystalline limestone predominate. These CRn1' a distinct 
fauna in which Pel/tamerus COli/is, Owen, and Orthis JJ1aifar/allei, 
Meek. are the most common, and a large Gyroceras and RhVn-
c/lOnella illtel'media, Barris, the most characteristic fossils. 
Other forms are Strop/we/Quia naCl'e(l, Hall, Pl'oetus lialdemoni, 
Hall, and teeth of Plyciltodus caleeolus, N. and W. This is the 
.Q-yroceras bed as defined by Calvin in Buchanan county, and is 
FOSSII.IFEROUS SlIALl' LIMESTONE, IGI 
believed to be the equivalent of the fossiliferous beds at Daven-
port attributed by Barris to the COl'uiferolls. 'llhe matt'ix resem-
bles usually the matrix and fragments of stage foul', and frag-
ments of this upper stage are often found interstratified or iu 
juxtaposition. 
A fomth stage is defined by the absence or comparative ra1'-
ity of fragments of the preceding stages. Matrix and frag-
meuts are composed of fossiliferoUll shaly limestone of the type 
of the ordinary fossiliferous shall' Cedar Valley limestone at 
Independence, Vinton, Davenport and many other localities 
along the eastern outcrop of this formation. This stage 
embraces the Spil'ijel' pell/wtlls beds and often the high81' coral-
line beds as defiued by Calvin in Buchanan county. Fre-
quently it constitutes a trne breccia, the fragments being of 
moderate size and tilted at all angles. It is often, however, 
disturbed but not brecciated, much of it occupying its original 
horizontal position, with here and there fractures and tilted 
blocks of large size. On natural sections where it has 
weathered to a slope covered with fragments, it is extremely 
difficult to determiue the extent to which the beds have been 
disturbed. This stage includes several1liotic zones which will 
1)e considered elsewhere. 
The stages just defined are not parted by any fixed and con-
stant horizontal boundaries. The forces lll'Oducingthe breccia-
tion of these beds were sufficiently powerful to commingle the 
strata to a certain ext.ent, and it is only in a broad way that 
the divisions suggested may be made. 'rIley have been found 
useful in the field and can often be recognized at a glance, 
On account of its passage upward into slightly brecciated or 
disturbed fossiliferous limestone of the ordinary Del'ollian 
types, and on acconnt of the fact that ill the fourth stage brec-
ciation is not constant, it is difficult to map the al'ea of the 
Fayette breccia. It may be said to extend from the northern 
to the southerIl limits of the county. Its eastern outcrops are 
between Central City and Paris, at Flemingville and ~Iadon. 
Its west·ern outcrOI)S as the country rock are near Troy ~Iills, 
Lafayette and at Linn. West of these points, at Alice Post 
Office, Ward's quaiTY (Tp. 85 N., R. VIn W., sec. 24,8e. qr.,Nw. 
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±) and rruudville, we have the ullbl'ccciated beds of the Cedar 
Valley limestone which wiII be discriminated elsewhere by 
their fossils. 
The following are a few representative sections out of many 
which may be taken within tho area mentioned: 
Section on north road from Paris to 'l'1'oy ~rills (Tp. 86 N., 
R. VII W., sec. 16.) 
PEET. 
-I. Breccia of drab fragments (second stage) slightly 
{ossUiferous at. top ••. _ ....... _____ • __________ U 
3. Limestone, rough, bl'own; with angular cavi.ties 
resulting probably from dissolution of non-
magne~ian fragments; sandy neal' base 12 
2. Shale, Kenwood _________ ••• ______________________ VI 
1. Limestone, hard grey, Otis. ________________ ••• ___ 2 
Section at EidemilieT quaTry (Tp. 85 N., R. VII W., sec. 15, 
Nw. qr., 8w.1). 
FEEl'. 
4. Limestone, disturbed fossiliferous beds (lourth 
stage) .• __________ • ______ .____________________ .. 
3. Breccia. of tilted blocks, some being iSix feet long, 
of hard grey limestone, with abundant Pel/ta-
mern.~ comis and with large Gyroceras (third 
stage) passing into breccia of abundant drab 
fragments {second stage) ______ .. _____________ H 
., Breccia with abundant bllff matrix 
1. Slope to llopd plain of cast hranch of QttCl" 
creek ____________ • ___________________________ 18 
The Kenwood beds are exposed near water level a short 
distance from this point on the opposite side of the creek. 
Hemphil1's section Oil )Vest Otter Cl'eek (Tp. Sa N., R.~VII 
W., sec. 18, Ne. qr.). 
_ FEE'!'. 
a. Bt'ccda, fossiliferotts (fourth stage) some layet·s 
hori7.0iltal, somo tiltcd at all angles, 110 small 
fragments of Lowcr Davenport type prcsent __ 
0) Breccia, (~econd stage, ll'ayette type), composed 
mostly 01 fragments of Lower Davenport lime-
stone, usually small, mostly an inch or so in 
diametur, rarely o\"er six inllhes, many finely 
laminated and laminro sometimes llexed; 
matrix b\1lf, small in amount, at tho base some 
large fragments of sort llluish grey lime-
.:>tolle, one to three feet· long, alld apparently 
little disttll"beu __ ._ .. ~._._. _____________ ._ •• _ 23 
J. Unexpos'!d to Wlth~I'le\-eL __ ~_ ___________________ 3 
DA YE:iPORT TYPE OF UR};CCIA. Hi3 
In the cuts of the- Chicago, )filwaukee &. Raint Paul 
railway between Cedar Hapids and Marion, the struct.urc 
of the lower breccia may be studied to adnUltage, though the 
sections are in no place oyer eight feet thici{. r1'he rough, 1'ed-
dish brown limestone of the Kenwood emerges occasionally ill 
a low broad arch. From the breccia ahore, haud specimens 
can be obt.ained containing siliceolIs angular sand, fragments 
of the Lower Davenpolt type, and of the P('JilalJ/('ruR ('{J1I1;S or 
Upper Da,'enport rock in the saUle buff matrix. Ahove this, 
large blocks of the third stage are seen. A few boulders of 
sandstone are fouml,probably belonging to the Marion Carbon-
iferous outlier. 
At a quarry within the city, Horth of the cometery, the 
basal member of the breccia is exposed for fourteen feet. The 
fragments here of the Davenport type are rather small, any 
over six inches being conspicuous and Tare. No fossils are 
found in either fragments or matrix. The matrix is too abull-
dant to be interstitiaL It is grey or buff in color, and soft, 
weathering rapidly 80 that tbe imbedded fragments can be 
easily disengaged with the fingers. At the top, for an area of 
six feet in horizontal dimensions and four feet ,'ertical, frag-
ments are quite absent, leadng a rough, brown, ,'osicular, lime-
stone irregularly bedded and with undulating lamillte. 
At the south end of the quarry for over twenty feet at the 
base there is exposed a buff limestone four feet thick, massive 
on the whole, but showing irregular laminro in places. 'rhis 
contains very few fragments and is practically undisturbed. 
Yet it passes -into breccia at the same lm'el. In this quarry 
some of the fragments were evidently derh+ed from the upper 
layers of the Kenwood. 
An interesting hOl'izont,al section of the breccia of the second 
stage is found at the river's edge below the hridge. The matrix 
here is slight in amount. In certain areas-the largest area 
noticed was seven feet long-a buff llon·f03,siliferous limostone 
was deposited apparently in hollows cansed by the unequal 
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aggregation of the larger fragments. '11his contains a few angn· 
Jar fragments constituting not over twenty.five pel' cent of its 
bulk. 'l'he fragments in tbe breccia as it whole are unusually 
large. Fragments a foot in eliltUleter are common and mauy 
arB several times as large. One ten feet long was noticed, com· 
posed of the laminated limestone of the Lower Davenport type. 
The size of the constit.uent fl'agmcuts renders especially dis· 
tinct a characteristic feature of this stage. many of the frag· 
ments being themseh'cs brecciated, consisting of drab frag-
ments in a grey unfossiliferons matrix. 
In somB I'espects the best exposure in the state of the Fay-
ette bl'cc"cia is along the cut of the Chicago, Uilwaukec & Saint 
Paul railway on the Cedar river west of Linn. The line along 
which, with some interI'uption from ravines, the breccia stands 
exposed to the heighth 01 ten to twenty-five leetabove the rails, 
is some three·quartersof a mile long. The total vertical exposure 
is about sixty feet, the grade of the railway rising froIll twenty 
feet above the river at the south end to fifty-nine feet above 
it at the north. 
The breccia exposed at the south end is some twenty-one 
feet thick, its base being twelve feet-above low water level in 
the river. The matrix here is scanty, soft, and yellow or grey 
in color, occasionally arenaceous with angular fragments of 
quartz perhaps derived from the Kenwood beneath. The frag-
ments are mostly small and of the Lower Davenport type, 
though some arB seen several feet in diameter. Occasionally 
toward the base a fragment occurs of thin, laminated, brownish 
crystalline limestone like some of the upper layers of the Ken-
wood, In two or three places near the summit fragments of 
the Pmliamerus comi,., limestone occur, and here aJso was found 
a small quartz nodule with vesicular surface, similar to those 
plentilul iu the Upper Kenwood. A portion 01 the base is bnt 
partially brecciated and consists of a rather soft, whitish grey 
crystalline limestone, saccharoidal in texture varying to semi-
crystalline and )'ellowish grey, with a few inclusions of angular 
fragments of the Lower Davenport type. There are traces in 
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the limcstonc of low arches thirty or fort)' feet long and three 
feet high. 
A t.ransverse vulley about one (11JartOl' of a mile wide sepa-
l'at~s this cut from the next exposure of the breccia at a higher 
level in a ledge twenty-one feet high; f111w lower part of the 
ledge is made of cont,ignons fragments of the Lower Davenport 
type and somo larger blacks of UPIJel' Dayenport limestone 
containing Pcufamen;s COlli is, with fewer fragments of shaly, 
buff limestone of the fourth type, all commingled in the most 
heterogeneons manner conceivable. Abm'o, the fomth type 
predominates and in places along the top of the ledge is appar-
ently little disturbed. E,'en here, a few SJll~ll angular frag-
ments of the Lower Dayenport type are imbedded ill buff shales. 
This horizontal distribution is not constant. Masses of breccia 
of the second stage rise in places to the summit, altel'lmting 
with other masses in which a soft, yellow, arenaceous, 11011·fos-
siliferous matrix is especially abundant, and the breccia weath-
ers back several yards from the face of the cliff adjacent and 
forms a talus of two-thirds its height. 
Further to the north, as the track ascends, the zone of the 
thhd or Upper Davenport stage is well marked by huge blocks 
in which Pellifll1lerliS com is is abundant. The lal'ger ones are 
. tilted somewhat, but seem to retain something of their original 
attitude. One measures ele\'en feet in length and two feet six 
inches in thiclmess. The vertical surfaces of these blocks 
commonly show slickensides of shallow grooves, 'usnally at 
about right angles to the bedding planes, trenching rock, thic]r 
Pentamerus sheUs and sections of fossils alike. One block was 
observed in which this massive grey crystalline limesLone grad-
uated at the base into a thin layer of the typical Lower Dayen-
port limestone. 
Towards the north end of the cut the breccia of the fourth 
stage becomes predominant, though fragment.s of the other 
types are still present. In places towards the summit, however, 
they are quite absent and well defined fossil zones may be 
traced, Spiq/er bimesia/is, Hall, yielding lJel'cedence to Sjlir~,/er 
penlla/us, Owen, and continuous coralline layrcs in a harder 
limestone appearing, with PhillipsasfrNl lu'Ui!t!/lii, Calvin, and 
Accl'mt/al'ia dm;itisolli, E. & H. 
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']lhcsc coralline larers form the summit of the section at 
the extreme north cud of the cut. 
At Linn Station, breccia of the third stage is exposed and 
-excellent examples of this and of the fourth stage may be seen 
in a cnt on the Burlington, Cedar Hapids and Northern railway 
oue-lmlf a mile south. 
CEDAR VALLEY· LBIE5TONES. 
III thi::) limest.une several life zones may be drawll. distin-
guished more by the general assemblage of their fossils than by 
the presence of any species. fllsewhem absent. Immediately 
succeeding t.ho Gyl'OCCl'3S 01' Upper DavcnlJOrt beds lies a zone 
often involved in the Fayette breccia, marked by the abundance 
of three species: Ol'lhis imp}'('ssfI, Hall, in fonns intel"mediate 
between O. JJI(I(:/ar/lIlIl'i, Meek, and 0, iuwl'lIsis; Hall; 8/rop!t('O~ 
dOllfa demissa in smalll'ugosely striated shells of protean forms, 
approaching, if not including, b', pli('({ta, Hall; and Spir~fer 
bi1llf'sialis, Hall, in its typical forlll and in a ne\Y yarict.y with 
wider area. Less abundant but still more characteristic is an 
Orttw/lteles, sp., nov. Associated with these are the following 
species so far as now determined: 
Atrypa reliculal'is, Linn. 
Atrypa aspera val'. occidental is, Hall. 
Cydin(l tUIIl/iltOIlC'lISis, Hall. 
Cl'l/l/iu en'llis/ria/a, Hall. 
Or/hi.,; 'iUlC(,Jlsi.'I, Hall. 
Orf/toltl('fC's l'/Il'IIIUI/!/eJISi,,;, Conrad "ar., noy. 
Pellfamcrlfs ('om is, Owen. 
PflOlidosfl'ophia IUtCn'a, Hall. 
Pl'odlldllBBIlIJfllatus, Hall 
Bll'Ojilteodollfa demissa, Conrad, typic.aI form. 
Stl'op!trodollfa iJf('(juislriafa, Conrad. 
8piJ'fkr/im/;rialm'i, Conrad. 
Proctus llfflrh'JlHlJli, Hall. 
Phillipsas/I'l'a billiJl.'/si, Cah·in. 
OOllioptwJ'{{, Sp. undet,. 
'£0 this succeeds a stage in which the more distiactiye 'spir~ 
ifers are 8. peJ/}HI/lls, Owen, 8. (lspr'J'lIs, Hall, and 8, III/(1fff'l'lfSl 
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HO(,lllcr. '''itlt t.he::;c arc as.:oociatcd most of the species named 
abore. Or/hi:; IJ/m:!ill'/(f}/ci gins place to O. hurt'II"':;,'; in lai'go 
traIlS\-CrSe, flaring sho11s. 8lrllplir(J(lolllu til'IJI;S.'.;a assumes its 
typical forl11. Orthothetes disappears. }J/U{I'OPS I'lIlIa, Green, 
occurs. 'Ilhe two Atrypasl1l'e found in greater proportional num-
bers. '1'0 this or to the zone below helongs PI'lIlaIlU'I'ldtu micula, 
Han, aml a la.rge Chonetes of the species for which Calrin has 
announced the llame cflncellata. In the np})er part of this zone 
OCCllrs a reef of AI'crrul((l'i(l daridl:lolli, E. and H., with many far-
ositoid and cyathophylloid corals. At Uobills it O\'erlies t.he 01'-
thothotes zone and at 1V m'd's quarry, Center Point, and at Alice 
P. O. it overlies beds barren of fossils. At 'rl'OY :Mills it is suc-
ceeded by the hemera of Bpir(fer jJarr!f((lI/fS, Hall, the highest 
life zone discriminated in the count,y. 
CARnONJI<'EROt;S. 
'rhe :Marion outlier belonging to the Carboniferous is 
described by the writer*. Coal and sandstone are reported to 
have been found also on the farm of )11'. 'Vm. Ueyuolds on west 
Otter creek, and are rel}Orted to lie on fussiliferous Devonian 
limestone. As the black carbonaceous shale was reached at a 
depth of six feet fruUl the surface, it probably belungs to the 
coal measures and not to the Independence shales. To the 
same horizon probably belongs a greenish shale, with crystals 
of selenite, disclosed in a trans\'erse ravine lying uncomform-
ably upon the breccia in the Chicago, Milwaukee &. Saint Paul 
railway cut west of Linn. A pocket of light greenish and blu-
ish, unctuous, plastic clay in Conklin's quUl'1'y at Mount Vernon 
is probably Carboniferous, or possibly Cretaceous. It occnpies 
irregular nests or cavities in the :Mount Vernon beds, bunow-
ing between layers and being intercalated between the laminre 
adjacent. and connecting with a chimney reaching from top to 
bottom of the qlmrry. 'rhe narrowing base of this chimney is 
filled with a saccharoidal Eandstone. 'llhe clay contains aggre· 
gatiOlls of pisoJitic concretiolls of carbollate of lime. In its 
position and nature it is quite similar to the pockets of fire clay 
at CHuion, Iowa, described by Farnsworth-i', now considered by 
OlownGcol. !'ur'·.,l·ol.lIl, fl"'go~ leo'-I:!B. J~~. 
tAo •. Gcol..II,3·U-s:J.I. ~lIunN'IKllIs.I&.'!. 
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him as Carboniferous. Neither at :Mount Vernon nor at Clillton 
is'there any trace of Pleistocene deposits in the clay. 
CRETACEOUS. 
Limestone boulders with Cretaceous fossils have beeu found 
iu the drift at Mount Vernon and west of Walker. 'l'he dis-
tance which these had travelled cannot be told, but a perfect 
belemnite found in clay at a depth of forty feet (Tp. 87 N., R. 
VII W., sec. 21, Ne. qr., Se. tl and now in the possession of Mr. 
E. N. Beach of Troy ilIills, must have been near its original 
home. So slender a fossil could not long have resisted attrition 
in the southwal'd moving ice and drift. Its presence three miles 
north of the county line suggests the possible presence of Creta-
ceous outliers in Linn county also. 
EXPLANATION OF PLATE. 
In plate iii are repl'esented three geological sections across 
Linn county as follows: 
Figure 1. l1-b Section from Cedar river near Bertram to Stone City. 
Figure 2. c-d Section from Toddville to Mount Vernon. 
Figure 3. e-f Section from mouth of Big creek to Cedar river west of LinD. 
The numbers used refer to the different beds as follows: 
1, Le Claire; 2, Mount Vernon;S, Bertram; 4, Coggan; 5, Otis' 
6, Kenwood; 7, Fayette breccia; 8, Cedar Valley; 9, Drift; 10, 
Loess. The horizon of the Independence shale is between the-
Otis and Kenwood beds. 
PLEISTOCENE. 
DEPOSITS. 
The bistory recorded in the deposits of this period is in this 
area particularly complex and interesting. It has recently been 
so thoroughly interpreted by McGee' that only supplementary 
notes need be given here. The deposits which will be consid-
ered include, from the surface downward, the following beds, 
1. Alluvial sands and silts. 
2. Loess. 
3. Pre-loess sand and valley drift. 
4. Second or Upper till. 
5. First or Lowe,' till. 
*Ele"entb ADDQal Rept. U. S. Gco!og1ca]8urvey, 100-:; .... Wasldngton.1M. 
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6. Residuary clays. 
These will be considered in the iuyerse order. 
In all palis of the county the rock is morc or less deeply 
decayed beueath the lowest layers of the drift. Irregular 
depressions, pockets, pipes and chimneys, mark the rock sur-
face, descending sometimes to a depth of twclltyfeetOl" more and 
lined with au exceedingly fine, unctuous, black or brown resi-
duary clay. This geest is seldom more than a few inches thick, 
and when the cavities in the rock are of any considerable width 
their centers are tilled with drift. The anomaly of the presence 
of these preglacial clays and rotten rock in the very tl"ack of the 
ice sheet, is but little lessened by the fact that when the ice 
plow passed over them they must have been firmly cemented 
by frost. 
First or LOIVer Till.-'llhis is an unstratified, calcareous, stiff 
blue clay containing sand, pebbles, aud boulderets of the 
northern igneous rocks with some of limestone and many of 
residuary flints and cherls. 'rhe pebbles are occasionally gla-
ciated and larger stones are often found faceted and striated. 
Its base is ofteu sandy and gravelly; when in this condition it is 
olle of the chief ~ater-bearing horizons in the county, 
and is then reddish or brownish in color. In the loess·capped 
drumloid aggregations of till in this region which McGee has 
called paha, the first till is sometimes roughly horizontally or 
concentrically laminated, though from other causes than the 
sorting power of water. In the railway cut across the north 
end of the Mount Vernon paha hill, these Iamium are from one 
to three inches thick. 
The thickness of this till vat-ies from zoro to nearly. two hun-
dred feet. It is exposed in but few places in the county, but it 
may.be seen in the railway cut of the Illinois Central railway 
between Coggan and Central City; at Peacock's tile factory at 
Coggan, south of Viola where 'it is superficial over quite an 
area; at ConkHn's quarry, 'Mount Vernon, and at Kirkpatrick's 
mill three miles south of that village. It often contains frag-
ments of wood, especially towards the base. 
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'l'Ill': t;.-\ST lOW AN DRIFT SHEET. 
1'1t(' 8('1'011(/ 'l'ilf.-This boulder clay resembles the first till in 
'the fol1owing particulars: 
1. In lithological Rnd structural dh·cl'sity. 
2. In the presence of calcareous mcul. 
3. III the predomill~nce of clay oyer coarser ingredients. 
4. In the abundance of glaciated pebbles, pro\'ing it suh-
glacial and not englacial till. 
5. In the abundance of decayed pebbles, distinguishing it 
from the till of the northern moraines, the East Wisconsin drift 
sheet, absent in the county. 
It maybe distinguished from the first till: 
1. By it.s yellow color. When taken fresh froUl wells, it is 
distinctly brighter Ulan loess, more yellowish and less buff; and 
it retains this color erell to a depth of eighty-five feet from the 
sUl'face, and beneath blue or greenish clays. It must therefore 
be rega.rded as a deposit distinct fron)_ the first till· and not 
derived from it by superficial postglacial weathering. 
2. By the presence of larger stones and of bouldm·s*. 
3. By the comparati \"e rarity of limestone and chert pebbles. 
4. By the beds of t5aUtI and gravel at its base, which form 
one of the main water horizons of the county. 
The upper portion of the second till is often more loose ill 
texture and lUi:LY be eugIacial. Sand occurs itl discontinuous 
and tOliuOllS veins, as if laid down upon a pitted, irregulaT and 
,water-washed surface before the deposition of glacial till had 
entirely cemmd. The attitude of the upper sands simulates 
sometimes, as in the Mount Yernon quarries, a crumpling by 
superincumbent ice. The upper limit of the till is often 
marked by a line of more abundant pebbles, Sallie of which are 
faceted and striated. Abm'e this line nothing is found coanier 
than the sand of the succeeding member of the series, the pre-
loess sands. 'llhe second till accentuates the relief of the 
---;n,e largest ullulder entirely ImLcddcd lu tI\1 \ms found In e(}lIklJn·~ fluany, Mflunt YVr-
lion. It Is composed of granite. Is oH'rclght f~et lu length aud 512 cubll! feet in Imlk. It 
ITst''f1 on a b~sal pl;lIIed and strial('d sUlf8('c.!nelin{d nt an "ug-leor alJOutsen~n degrees 
to..-anl tho;- ~onlh~:l~t_ '-file i('I<"r ~Ilge 15 H'I'UI:l{(d hc;m the rtcl: Ill' from fnur to six Inthes 
of yellol\" till. The nOltl,wcHeln (Ild wusscpmutcd hem tilcadhccnt UlIl,yn c:l\-It)'two or 
tIm,'\." Illches ..-Ide, e\"ldl'utly cl'n~d by tile slipping down..-ard and for..-ard or the slone after 
deposition. Some streaks oCMmd sUlronnd,d the stene uS Ir luld dc;..-n ily \HIler eddying 
aoonl It_ 
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surface left by the first ice invasion as is seen in the sections of 
the ~Ionnt Vernon paha gi,'eu below. fl'hat it is the pro-
duct of It later ice iuvasion and not derivative from the 
first till by weathering is seen in tho fact that its accretion 
upon the hills of the first till is not regular and uniform; the 
summits of the hills of the one not COl'reSl1ondillg exactly with 
the summits of the hills of the other. No traces of It forest bed 
have yet been found in the county in this till 01' beneath it at 
its juncture with the thst till. The thickness and bulk of the 
second till are probably less than that of the first and if uny 
conclusion may be drawn from the seRuty evidence at hand; 
it is more attenuated in the 'Vapsipinicon than in the CedaT 
valley, C 
Many of the large boulders of the county probably repl'esent, 
in part, the englacial drift of the second ice invasion. A la.rge 
proportion of those now exposed to view may have once been 
imbedded in the till of the ground moraine. When erusiun has 
been most active and where the ]oess mantel is absent ill the 
swales and intervales of the drift plains, boulders are therefore 
most common. No boulder belts or trains have been observed, 
Along the periphery of tho palIa hills the deposits made by 
ice are succeeded by waterlaid sands and gravel. 'Vhile these 
probably need not be considered as a distinct formation, they 
no doubt mark a special st.ate ill local Quaternary history .. The 
term which is used seems preferable to "sub-loess sands," inas-
much as the loess was not every,,,here del>osited above 
them, but it is perhaps objectionable in that it distinguishes 
them too sharply from the loess into which they often grade. 
In origin they seem intimately connected with the wash of the 
till by the water of the melting ice sheet and with the fll1vio-
lacustrine conditions and slack drainage of the loess epoch 
which followed, The accumulation of these sands on the outer 
slopes of the hills of boulder clay which form the centers of 
paha, and their absence ill the iuteriors aud on the sum-
mits of these hills, together with their thickening toward 
the water courses where they merge into valley drift, prove 
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that they were not laid down by glacial streams confined 
within canyons of ice, but are more akin to the OV611yash 
sands of morainic areas. Coarse and gravelly beneath, espec-
ially in the neighborhood of waterways, they become finer 
abQve and are interstratiJied with bands of darker clayey sand 
or sandy clay which become closer, wider and more loamy until 
they pass into the loess. 
VALLEY DRIFT. 
Heavy accumulations of silt, sand and gravel occur in the 
immediate vicinity of the streanis of the county, and may be 
taken as a measure of the volume and swiftness of the floods 
which occupied these channels at the close of the second ice 
invasion. The following section at Bertram near the mouth of 
Big Creek is typical of much of the valley drift of the county. 
FEET. 5, Loess-likeloam. __________________________________ 3 
4. Sand. iDters~ratified with sandy clay ______________ 4 
3. Sand, finely and horizontally stratified, fine above, 
growing C(larser below ~~~~_~~_~~ ________________ ao 
2. Sand and gravel with cobble stones ________ ~------ 3 
1. Slope of fine, whitish clay, to water in creek (prob-
ably marginal) _____________ ~_~ __________________ 6 
In the gm,\,el pit of the Chicago & Northwestern railway 
across the creek from the above section, number two is seen to 
rest on l'ock, and between it ahd number three intervenes a 
layer two to three feet thick, of fine, whitish clay, with many 
well preserved twigs and branches of coniferous wood. In 
stream ways of the smaner creeks and their branches the fol-
lowing deposits are often seen: 
4. Black humus, up to four or five feet thick, often reddened at the 
base by ferruginous accumulations. 
3 Fine, bluish-grey, non;calcareous clay or equal thickness with the 
above. 
2. Gravel and cobblestones from the drift, often faceted. 
1. Till. 
Numbers two and three are evidently valley-wash, accumu-
lated before the soil above them. They are not the prod net of 
the present streams which, in many instances, were not in exist-
ence a few years since. The digging of a ditch a few inches in 
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depth breaking through t.he protecting mattress of roots in the 
swale, or invasion by a subsequent branch from the primary 
creek by head-water erosion has led, ill a. score of years, to the 
trenching of gullies severall'ods in width and as much as eight 
or ten feet deep. Often near the head of the narrowing gully a 
tiny waterfall is seen trickling over the edge of number three, 
thus visibly continuing the process of retrocessive erosion. In 
heayy rains the gully is well nigh filled with running water, pro-
ducingextensiYB washouts in its sides and bottom, and sometimes 
btinging to light teeth of the mastodon or mammoth or bones of 
the buffalo. These washouts cause a smiol1s loss to the pasture 
land. of the county and should be stopped by .the plauting of 
-willows. 
The loess of Linn county may be described under tbree 
phases. The first and lowest phase is a fine silt, ashen or 
drab in color, though sometimes stained with hydro-ferric 
{)xide. " Bulls eyes," ferruginous 'and calcareous tubelets, and 
"loess-kindchen" are common, and it is to this phase that the 
experienced observer looks first for fossils. It graduates 
beneath into the pre-loess sands when these are present, and it 
is often interstratified with thin veinR of white sand. In the 
interior of paba hills it graduates upward· into loess of the 
second phase; but on the margin the two phases are sometimes 
shm'ply separated by inter-laminated yellow sands and sandy 
clay, as at the railway cut at ~rount Yernon, and the Vilolf 
brick yard at Cedar Rapids. It usually is more strongly calca-
reous than the phases above. The second phase is typical yel-
low or bl'ight buff loess, pulverulent and ,'ertically cleft. 
Neithel' fossils nor loess-kindchen are common. It graduates 
downward either into loess of the first phase or by interlami-
nation into the pre-loess sands. It constitutes the bulk of all 
thick exposures of loess in the county. . 
Above, it passes without any well defined lines of demarka-
tion into tbe third phase-a browner, finer, non-indurated loess 
loam, drying into small blocks a fraction of an inch in diameter 
which are not readily friable between the fingers. It is usually 
marked by narrow, parallel, uudulating bands, somewhat 
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da,l'ker and harder t.imn t.he remainder because of ferruginous 
accnmulations. 'rhe8e are most plainly seen after rains, on 
account of the hygroscopic differences in the dILl'. and always 
dip with the slope of the hills. This phase is derived from the 
secona by weathering, and it may also represent differences in 
deposition, the final stage in a progressively finer sedimertta· 
tion. It is superficially modified in the humus layer and forms 
a soil of admirable agricultural qualities. 
At the following localities the loess was found to be fussilifer-
ous: "Point of Hocks," southeast of Ivanhoe bridge, Cedar 
River; railway cutut Mount Vernon; Cedar Rapids, on creek 
south of Peedycoats' bl;ckyard; Big Creek, in Tp. 83 N., R. VI 
W., sec. 26, Sw. qr., Nw. ±. 
PREGLACIAL EROSION. 
The relief of the county at the close of preglacial times was 
due to many factors, chiM among which were, (1) the inclina-
tion of strata; (2) the varying resistance to detrition of the dif-
ferent geological formations, giving a higher relief to t.he most 
obdurate like the Le Claire, and a-lower tothe softer like the 
Independence shales; (3) deformations of strata affecting or 
reversing normal dips, and (4) continental movements of the 
earth's crust. Little is now _known of the relief of the county 
at the beginning of the glacial epoch. There is a consider-
able amount of evidence showing that the channels of pregla-
cial drainage were to a large extent the same as those at pres-
ent. 
In the valleys of small creelis and of l'ivers alike. numerous 
sections show the drift sheets and loess mantle lying Ulldis-
turbed on the sloping sides of rock cut vaHeys, descending per-
haps to the water's edge aml to the lowest base levels of eros-
ion. That such \Talleys must have been excavated before the 
tills were laid down npon them is evident. When the first till 
is present. the erosion cannot belong to the interglacial epoch, 
preceding the second ice invasion. 
'Vhen the rock surface is deeply deca.yed and overlaid with 
geest, the- erosion must-be'preglacia1. In some'iustances the 
rivers have been tunied slightly aside from previous channels, 
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but al'e still well within their ancient valleys. In Cedar 
Rapids, 011 the west side of the liver, a buried ch~nnel sixty feet 
deep has been found. by Mr, H, G, Hays, separated from the 
present rocky bed of the stream, by l'ock rising nearly to the 
level of the low bToad flood plain on which this POrliOll of the 
city is built. 
At Central City, an old channel of the Wapsipinicon is dis~ 
closed by wells on the east side of the village, It is separated 
from the present channel by a rocky elevation that comes 
within a very few (eet of Lhe surface of the luw plain Oil which 
the village stands. The following is a section of a weB sunk 
in this ancient channel on the premises of )11', Cutler. 
FEET. 2. Black soil __ • _______ ._. _____ • _________ •••• _. ____ •• 4 
I. Santl, fine yellow, to rock .• _ ••••••• ____ •• _ ... _ ••• 96 
Fl'OID the maps of the U. S. Geological Survey and from a 
general knowledge of the locality, it is estimated that the 
depth of this ancient channel is at least sixty feet below water 
in the river. The following section of a well on the farm of 
Mr. P. G. Henderson (Tp. 86 N., R. VI W., sec. 17, Nw. qr.l 
apparently reveals an ancient channel of the same river, about 
three-quarters of a mile norlh of the present streamway: 
FEET. 
7. Black soiL_ .... _____________ ... _ •• _ .... __ ._______ 4 
6. Clay, yellow, pebbly, second tilL __ ............... 15 
5. Sand, yellow ___________ .............. ____________ 4 
4. Clay, blue, changeable from bard to soft every few 
feet. __ . _____________ •••• ___________________ ._ ]90 
3. Santl, fine white. _____ •• _____ ..... ___ .... _ .. ____ ._ 13 
2. Sand, coarser with wootl ... _ ... _ ....... __________ 12 
1. C{)arse gravel ... _ .. ____ ..... __ • ______ .• ___ ... __ .. 3 
No continuous preglacial watenvays, apart from the present 
paths of the streams, have been traced. Though such exist, 
they are deeply buried by drift and no surface indications of 
them appear. 
The drill disclosed such a buried channel on the farm of Mr. 
Joseph Smyth, three miles west of Mount Vernon, were rock 
was reached at 211 feet; 110 feet below low water ill Cedar 
river. (Tp.82 N., R. 6 W., sec. 12, Se. qr., Se. fl. The following 
is the well section: 
13GRep 
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1. Loess. _________ • _________________ •. ________ •• ____ 14 
6. Clay, hard blue, pebbly; first till _________ • _______ 48 
5. Wood and dark sol1. _________ • ___________ ._______ 6 
-I. First till. ____________________________________ . ___ 66 
a. Sand and gl·8\'eL ••• _____________________________ 8 
2. First tilL ____________________ ._. _________________ 53 
1. "Ri\-ersand" ___________ .. _____ . ____________ .____ 6 
TERRAOES. 
The following section made from special survey of the imme-
diate valley of the Cedar at Iyanhoe bridge is a typical represen-
tation of the ancient flood plains of the Cedar. 
• Pigure 18. Plood plains of the Cedar rl,"~r nt 1l"3Uhoe bridge. 
In the above, a and 9 are loess-mantled hills, whose full 
height is not here represented; b is a level tenace With steep 
sides, as well marked as a railway fill; it- is twenty feet in 
height and its summit is thirty-five feet above low water stage 
in the river. It is covered to its outl?T edge with typical pul-
verulent loess_ As it is hal'dly possible that a terrace of this 
width could be ·so uniformly covered With loess deIived by 
creep or wash from the adj~cent hills, the for~ation of the ter-
Tace must be as as;igned at least as early a date as the closing 
stages of the second ice -invasion. A quarry, in a continuation 
.of this ten'3.ce -00- the- south, shows rock, covered with about six 
feet of soil with loess, covering pebbles of the northern drift 
imbedded in geest. The quarry is near the river edge of the 
ten-ace and is separated from the hill by a shallow ravine. C 
is a flood plain not now reached by river floods and with a long 
and very distinct scarp some nine feet in height separating it 
from the present flood plain of the river at d_ E is the river, 
and from! to g a flood plain which seeIllS to be degraded by 
erosion from the level 01 b_ The terrace at! is composed of 
.stl'3.tified sand, showing in places beautiful oblique lamination 
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and sandy brm\"nish clay, passing downward into. coarser sand 
and gra\Tel at its base. 
DISTRIBUTION OF PLEISTOOENE DEPOSITS. 
Linn county lies in wbat McGee has aptly termed the 
"land of the paha "-the aboriginal term for the lenticular 
bills and elongated ridges wbose gentle loess-mantled slopes 
and inflexible nOlthwest-soutbeast trend make the landscapes 
of this region a.s distincth'B as they are unique. The position 
of these long swells was no doubt determined by the preglacial 
surface, but of this too little is known to warrant any more 
definite conclusions. Their trend marks the, direction of the 
flow of the ice beneath which their nuclei were moulded, as 
clearly as the longer axis of the sand bar marks the direction 
of the cun-ent of the river. 
In describing their distribution in the county, it will be COll-
,'enient to speak of the paha hill, the paha ridge and the paha 
belt. 
From Paralta to Viola and froID Marion and Toddville to 
. the divide within one or two miles of the'Vapsipiuicon river, 
stretches without interruption a gently southwestward sloping 
plain formed of drift. A typical well section near Paralta shows 
that the drift forms only a thin veneer over the rock surface. 
FEET. 
a. Black loam ... _. ___ .. ______ . ________________________ a 
2. Second till __ ; ______________________________________ '; 
1. First till to rock. ___________________________________ H-
The first till seems to constitute the bulk of the drift and 
occasionally becomes superficial. The surface is scarcely 
diversified except by the drainage channels which are sunk to 
sixty or eighty feet below the broad and level inter-stream areas. 
Bordering the drift plain just mentioned lie two paha 
belts of hilly country crossing the county parallel and adja-
cent to its largest rivers. The southern or Cedar paha belt is 
complex and embraces several paha ridges. Of these the 
most southern passes. through Ely., Its maximum elevation 
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above sea level is 880 feet aud above adjacent streamways 140 
feet. Its greatest breadth is a little over one mile. Another 
ridge enters the county at Fail'fax from Benton, in which county 
it has its maximum development. A heavier paba ridge, which 
may be named from Cedar Rapids, occupies the immediate val-
ley of the Cedar. To it belong the almost continuous hil1s on 
the right bank of that riv61' h'om the soutbeastern -corner of 
the county to Covington, and on the left bank the hills at the 
Palisades and those froll Bertl'am to Linn Junction. Thus 
defined its greatest width is about four miles and its greatest 
height 940 feet above sea level. 
The Lisbon paha ridge has its- greatest extension in Cedar 
county. It extends through Mount Vernon to the high. hills 
south of Marion .where it joins the Cedar Rapids paha. Its 
greatest width in the county is about one and one-half miles. 
At Mount Vernon it is 932 feet above sea level and about 250 
feet above Cedar river. 
The Marion paha ridge begins a little northwest of Marion 
and extends through Robins and Toddville to the Benton 
county line. An adjacent and parallel ridge on the left bank 
of the Cedar south of Centre Point may be coruidered as a part of 
this. Its greatest elevation is at the western end, 940 feet 
above sea leyel. 
The Stanwood paha ridge is separated from the Lisbon paha 
by a well defined plain three miles in width, sloping gently 
westward and drained by Abby creek. To the east, rock 
lies within from twenty to thirty feet of the surface of 
this plain, but to the west the drift upon it is. a hundred 
feet thick, or more. Though nearly level to the eye when 
viewed from the paha, it consists of billowy till, some of whose 
crests are covered with loess. At its highest points the Stan· 
wood paba ridge is 960 feet above sea level and measures one 
hundred feet from base to summit. At its northern extremity 
at Big Creek it connects by intervening paha hills with the 
Parolta paha ridge, which extends southeastward from this 
point into Jones county. 
The hills of the Paralta ridge are less directly connected 
than those of the ridge before mentioned. The highest stands 
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960 feet above sea level and 140 feet above the streumwfivs 
adjacent to their bases. . 
The ·Wapsipinicon paha belt lllay be cohsidered one ridge 
whose axis is cleft by the "rapsipinicon rilTer, so narrow is 
the miley that:it Central City and at Waubeek, separates the 
paha hills on either side of the stream. It is highest southwest 
of Waubeek, ,.here it reaches the height of 1,OJOfeet above sea 
leYel, or 200 feet above the flood plain of the river and nea.rly 
half as much above the drift plain to the south. 
At Waubeek the portion of the ridge situated on the left 
bank is specially massive, forming a plateau stmtching three 
miles northeastward to the Buffalo. Beyond the Buffalo a 
drift plain extends to the county limits. A typical section of 
this plain is given by UcGee* from Prairieburg, where the drift 
is reported to be composed of fourteen feet of first till cal'l'ying 
vegetal matter, oyerlain by sixteen feet of second till. 
SfYlICfllJ'e oJfhe Pulia.-So little has been published of the 
structure of these unique relief forms, so recently defined and 
described, that the following sections of paha in Linn county, 
though few in number, are of special interest. 
The first well section, on the farm of Mr. W. Jordan, (1'p. 
85 N., R. VI W., sec. 24, Sw. qr., Sw. iJ is taken on the crest of 
the highest hills south of the Wapsipinicon about 1,000 feet 
above sea level, and 180 feet above the flood plain of the Wapsi-
pinicon, two miles north. 
FEET. 
7. Black soil. •• _____________ . _________________________ 6 
6. Clay, yellow, almost clear of grit ....... __________ .. 20 
5. Blue clay, pebbly_. _________ . ______________________ • 38 
4. Clay, yellow, mixed with sand______________________ 5. 
3. Clay, blue, with a few feet of muck ____ • ____________ 152 
2. Whitish clay _______________________________________ 2 
1. Lime rock_~ ____________ • _____ • ____ • _____ • __________ I 
About twenty rods west, on still higher ground, the well of 
Mr. L. D. Jordan gives the following section: 
*Ele~'euth Ann. Ropt. U. S. Geol. Sur., p. &')2. Washington. 1593. 
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FEET. 
7. Black soil ____ . ___________________________ . _______ -I 
6. Yellow clay ______________________________________ 15 
5. Blue clay, pebbly _________________________________ 14 
4. Sand and gravel with Iloma \vater _________________ 6 
3. Blue clay ICof all kinds". _________________________ 75 
2. Quicksand _________ '. ____________ , _____________ . __ 15 
I. Gravel. ___________________________ . _______ ._. ____ 4 
A section from the top of a lower paha hill of the same 
ridge is afforded by a well at !fl'. G. W. Wiggins (Tp. 85 N., R. 
V. W., sec. 20, Se. qr., Nw. fl. 
FEET. 
3. Soil and loess ______________________________________ 12 
2. Pebbly blue clay with wood. ______________________ 23 
]. GraveL. ____________________ .. ____________________ 4 
TotaL .. ________ ... ___ ...... __ ._._. ___ ._. ___ -19 
Two wells at Coggan on the summit of the high hill at whose 
foot is Peacock's tile kiln show the hill to be composed mostly 
of the first till. In the F. P. Rice well, 128 feet deep, the blue 
boulder clay is 100 feet thick; and in the Shaw well, 100 feet 
deep, it is eighty feet thick. The following section is of a well 
on the crest of the Paralta paha about 920 feet above sea level 
Oil the farm of !fl'. Wm. Paul (Tp. 83 N., R. V W., sec. 9, Sw. 
qT., Sw. H. 
FEET. 
5. Loess __________________ . ______________________ . __ . 27 
4. Saud and a little gravel with water ____________ ___ 3 
l. Blue pebbly clas ____________________ . _____________ -15 
2. Sand and graveL. _______________________ . _________ 12 
1. Rock. __________________________ " __________________ 2 
The following is near the crest of the high paha south of 
Lisbon, on the farm of Mr. P. J. Fishel'. 
FEET. 
6. Soil and loess ______________________ ._. ____________ 28 
5_ Hard, yellolV, pebbly clay ______ ._._. ____________ 311 
4. Dark, pebbly clay, about as bard as rock _____ .____ 53 
3. Clay, hard, blue, pebbly __________________________ 10 
2. Sand and grat'eL ________________ . __________ ._____ 1 
1. Rock at. __________________________________ . ____ ._128 
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A well on the farm of ~Ir. J. Hoffman (Tp. 82 N., R. V W., 
sec. 23, Nw. qr., 8e'1) gives a section on the southern margin 
of the same paba. 
FEET. 
6. Yellow loam_. __ ._._ ..• __ .• _ .... _ ...... _._ •• _ ..... ],1 
5. Blue silt .. ___________ •• ____ ..• __ . ___ .. _ .. ____ ... ___ 4 
4. Hard, blue, pebbly clo.y _______________________ •• __ 28 
3_ Dark soil and \\'ood ________ • __ ._. ____________ ._____ 4 
2. Sand.and graveL _________________________________ • 1 
1. Rock. _________________________ . __________________ . 1 
The hill upon which Mount Vemon is situated is a typical 
paba, in shape, in form, in orientation, and it is believed in struc-
ture also. The latter is so diverse that it can be represented by 
no one well section. Numerous records of recent drillings are 
fortunately at hand which allow the presentation of the longitu-
dinal and transverse sections represented in plate iv. which will 
be found more intelligible than any description. Though not here 
distinguished, the three phases of the loess ",,'epresent, the lowest 
being fossiliferous in several wells and excavations, and in one 
well found to contain twigs of coniferous wood. The absence 
of the pre-loess sands except on the margins will be noticed. 
The second till is clayey throughout, containing few, if any 
veins of sand or gravel except at or near its base. 'l'he gravel 
of these basal layers, when gravel is present, is fine. 
The greenish, pebbly clay at Dr. Boyd's well in the section 
is as hard as the second till and differs from it only in color so 
far as appears in the drillings. In several wells it occurs in 
thin streaks or lenses, in the midst of second till, of normal 
bright yellow color. The first till contains wood as seen at the 
base at the College Library well. 
The figure 4, plate iv, is a section across the northern flank 
of the paha. The angle of the slope is exaggerated with the 
exaggeration of the vertical scale. 
The lower six inches of the brownish buff upper loess, 5, are 
perceptibly sandy. The sandy layers, 4, are slightly undulating, 
yellow in color, from a fraction of an inch to a foot or more in 
thickness, thickening outw;:trd and downward and growing 
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slightly coarser beneath. The iutel'laminated sandy clay or 
clayey saud is darker in color, varying from buff to brown. 
The drab silt; 3, is finely intel'lalllinated above with thin veins 
of white sand, but the layers of silt gl'm\J heavier beneath and 
arc found as much as two feet thick. They carry fossils of the 
loess. 
EXPI,ANATION OF PLATE. 
In plate i, are represented several scctions through the 
:Mount Vernon Palla. They are as follows, the letters repre~ 
,santing the location upon the accompanying contour map, 
plate v. 
Figure 1. Trans,er"e section along the line a-b. 
Figure 2. Transverse section along the line c-d. 
Figure 3. - Longitudinal section along the line a-f. 
Figure 4. Section at railway cut, west end·of Main street. 
In figures one, two ,and three the numbers refer to the for-
mations as follows: 1, Limestone; 2, LowertilI; 3, Upper till; 
4, Greenish pebbly clay; 5, Loess. In figure four the numbers 
refer to the beds as follows: 1, Lower till; 2, Upper till; 3, Fos-
siliferous drab silt; 4, IntcrstI't1~ified sand and sandy clay; 5 and 
6, Loess passing upward into humus. 
Taking it for granted that the sections given above are 
typical, it is seen that paha are essentially hills of subglacial 
till accreted in the direction of the ice flow. They are there-
fore genetica1ly akin to drumlins, though their elongation in 
ridges is far more marked. The loess increases their height, 
but it is regarded as secondary in impOl'tance. Hills of char-
acteristic paha form exist in the county, upon which there is 
no rea,son to believe that loess was ever deposited. The Wap-
sipinicon paha ridge on the right bank is destitute of loess from 
Troy Mills as far south as Paris, but it maintains its bold ele-
vation above drift plain and river and its singular northwest-
southeast trend. It is "" marked a topographical feature as 
any paha ridge in the county, although its slopes are less geu-
tle. It is composed entirely of drift, the total thickness of 
which must be about one hundred feet. A well section (Tp. 86 
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N., R. VII W., sec. 16, Se. qr., Sw. il, considerably beneath the· 
summit of the ridge gives seventy feet of second till with some 
sand and gravel overlying the rock. 
The drift of these anomalous ridges aud hills cannot have 
been deposit-ed in ice-bound canyons by subglacial and super-
glacial streams. The absence in the drift of water-washed 
material, of sands and gravels, to any greater extent than 
obtains in the drift sheet of the same "egion precludes their 
classification with asar or eskers. Their distribution must also 
be considered. Isolated paha hills are numerous, cOllnecting 
the different ridges. If these wem formed by glacial waters, it 
must have been by moulins rather than by rivers. Yet their 
parallelism with the system is conspicuous. The linear courses 
of the paha ridges are devoid of the sinuosities characteristic of 
asar. This will be best seen by comparing a map of any large 
asar region, like ?iaine, with the topographical map of north-
easterD Iowa. 
Neither can the paha be correctly spoken of as II eskers of 
loess "*. 
The distribution of loess in the county is indeed peculiar. 
It is the thickest on the bigbest summits. It thins toward the· 
valleys wbere it is often absent. But in either paha belt the 
loess-mantle is practically continuous, except in the immediate 
vicinity of the streams. Tlie ridges are connected not only by 
terminal merging and by isolated intervening paha hills, but 
also by a thin layer of loesson thecrestsof manyoftheiowswells 
of drift intervening between tbe paha within the area of the 
belt. If the loess of the Cedar paha belt, for example, werll' 
deposited between walls of ice, the walls mnst have been eight 
or ten miles apart, so reniote as to have been without influence 
in moulding the loess of individual ridges or hills. 
If an ice-walled canyon be invoked for the moulding of the· 
loess of each ridge and detached hill a further difficulty is met. 
It can hardly be conceived that the ice sheet was so devoid of 
englaci.1 and superficial drift that sand and gravel, to say 
nothing of larger stones, would not have been mingled with the· 
river silts within the canyon. Yet in the many hundreds of 
·Upham. Bul. Oeol. Soc. America, Yol. V., p. 9S.1BIII. 
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exposu~es of loess observed in the couuty, no pebbles or 
boulders have been seeu and the loess is free of sRnd except at 
its hase. 
On the other hand, by the hypothesis of the deposit of the 
loess of any paha belt in a broad, slowly moving clllTent, the 
ridges of till beueath the water $ndace, by locally mtarding the 
current, would accumulate. silt bars about them. If the final 
retreat of the waters was somewhat rapid, either owing to the 
breaking of an ice dam, or accelerated by a comparatively rapid 
resilience of the area, much of the valley loess may be conceil-ed 
as being swept downward with the retreating waters. The 
detrition of the soft silt remaining must have gone on with 
special energy until it was finally protected by the retul1l of 
grasses and fmests. These considerations, and the vast lapse of 
time since the loess epoch, lead to an acconnt for the thicken· 
ing of the upland loess by differential erosion and deposition as 
stated_ 
This theory does not account for the absence of the loess 
mantle over the wide central dl'ift plain overlooked by the paha 
·on either side. Had such a mantle· ever been laid down, some 
remnants should be left along the nortb-south axes'of the cre~k 
divides. Its absence here must prove that it was never depos-
ited over the area, and the ingenious theory of McGee that such 
.drift plains were covered in loess times by ice seems to be the 
.best explanation to the phenomena.* 
ECONOMIC PRODUCTS. 
BUILDING STONES. 
MOUNT VERNON BEDS. 
The chief qualTies of building stone in the county are in the 
Upper Silurian limestones of Stone City, Wauheek and Mount 
'Vernon. This stone is so uniform that the general description 
·Speclal acknowledgements tor data supplied for this portion of the report are due to the 
Department of Clvll EngIneering of Cornell College, whose levels of the region about Mount 
Vernon were freely placed at disposal of the Survey and by whose students the contour map 
-of Mount. Vernon and se,-eral oC the profiles were speclally prepared without charge. Indebt-
tedness Is also heartily acknowledged to the intelligent co-operation DC se.eral weU drillers 
in the county-Messrs. E. Kemp. West and Woodring, and 0'. Martz. 01 Mount Vernon; Messrs . 
. Stewart and Dunlap, of S)Jring\"llle, and lilt. A. n. Ol1Uhm, 01 Central City. 
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DURABILITY OF THE 110UNT VERNON LIMESTONE. ISO. 
given in the preceding pages applies with little modification to 
each quarry in the county, if not in the state. It is necessary 
only to emphasize here a few points relating to its economic 
qualities. 
The color of the stone is pleasing. Its warm grey 01' cream tint 
. is accOl'dant with nature's scheme of landscape colors. It is not 
so glaling or so sombre that it is out of key with the color of 
wood, lawn and street. Its cheerful warmth, the absence of 
dull leaden, or pale dark grey tints, harmouize with the rich 
colors which prevail under Iowa skies. The softness of the 
stone when just takeu from the quarry, before the quarry wat81' 
is evaporated and the lime and magnesia in solution have 'set, 
renders it easily worked. The saw encounters no obdurate 
matelials; the chisel finds the fracture eveu and regular. Bed-
ding planes are so constant, parallel and smooth as to be at 
once ready for mortar with little or no dressing. Much ofthe stone 
can be split horizontally to desired dimensions. Many layers are 
sufficiently tough and homogeneous in texture that they can be 
wrought into fine carvings. It is distantly jointed and blocks 
beyond the facilities of transportation or possible uses can be 
quarried. 
In durabUility the Mount Vernon limestone is believed to 
be excelled by none of the calcareons building stones in Iowa 
and by but few in the United States. The fineness and uni-
formity of its grain allow no inequalities in ratios of expansion 
under changes of temperature. Injulious minerals which by 
their ready decomposition stain and weaken many otherwise 
excellent building stones are absent. 
As a dolomite it resists the attack of atmosphelic agencies 
more successfully than pure limestones and marbles. In the 
Mount Vernon cemetery, tombstones of this material, whose 
dates rnn back as early as 1845, al'e so little affected by super-
fiCial decay, that the tool mal'ks are almost as fresh aud sharp 
as when the chisel left them, and there is no sign of checkage, 
cracks, exfoliation and other evidences of internal disintegra-
tion. On the other hand, many marbles of less than half 
their age show weathering in loss of polish, ready detachment 
of superficial grains; and obliteration of fine edges, and deeper 
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-decay in checks and fissures which predict. a ruin not remotely 
distant. In the case of some of the earlier and poorer marbles, 
and of the oolitic limestones of the Lower Carboniferous this 
ruin has already been accomplished. Thus the humble dolo-
mitic memorials of the first settlers bid fair to outlast every 
monument now in the cemetery except the granites. 
The strength of the stone varies somewhat, that of finest 
grain and lamin'" being probably weaker than the layers of 
,coarser grain. The latter are sufficient for any strains and 
stresses, and the former have ample strength for any building 
·of a height which would probably be erected in the state. Lay-
ers in which the lamination is speciaily -distinct and which 
would be durable when laid in an ordinary wall on their II nat..., 
ural beds," should not be used. for curbstones, where exfoliation 
would be likely to OCCUl'. Layers occasionally Rre found in 
which hard lamin~,alteI'nate with softer porous and vesicular 
,ones. These cannot be recommended as durable. The form of 
.dressing known as .. quan-y~faced ashlar," either I' coursed" or 
'.'random range" is specially suited t<,) this stone. 
STO:I"l! CITY QUARRIES. 
CRESCENT QUARRY OF BROWN &; COKPANY, 
The following detailed section 01 this quarry, the best 
·developed in the county, will illustrate the stratification of the 
1Ilount Vernon heds: 
FEET. INCHES. 
11. Loess, drift and geest ••.• ,., .•.•. ,......... 4 
16. Rubble..................................... 18 
15. Bridge stone, can be capped at almost any 
place ..... _. _____ ..... _ .. _._. ____ •.. ___ .. 
14. Dimension stone in two layers ........ _ .. _ .. _ 
13. Bridge stonej' can be capped in middle; 
vesicular 
12 .. Limestone; hard, compact, with slightly 
salty effervescence; breaking readily into 
rhombic chipstone a few inches in diam-
eter; called Jlint by workmen, although 
destitute of silica ••••••.. _ ..••••• _ .•••••. 
11. Dimension stone ••••. ___ ._._ .. _ ... _ ...... _. 
10. Dimension stone_ ... _._ •.. _ •••••...••.• : •. _ I'; 
9. Dimension ·stone .•••..• ." ..• _ .. __ ... _ •••• -.: •. 8' 
~; Brldge rock, will not cap except at 24 inches 
from top, ..••••• _ •....... ___ .. ~ ...••• -... 2 
STRUCTURE OF THE BRIDGE STONE. 
FEET. 
7. Dimension stone _____________ . __ . _____ ._____ 6 
6. UFlint rock" as No. 12. ___ ._. ___ ._ .... _.... 1 
5. Dimension stonc. ___ . _______________ ... __ .. _ 4 
-t. Bridge stone ..... _ ...... __ ._ ..... _ ..... ____ 3 
3. Bridge stone. ______ ._. __ ... _. __ ._ ... __ . ___ 
2. Dimension stone. _____ . __ . __ .______________ 3 





The bridge stone contains in some layers a few small cavities 
filled or lined with quartz or calcite, or with both, the former 
being then exteriOl·. These do not aliect the value of the stoue 
and are of interest only to tho geologist. The eighteen feet of 
l'Ubble of No. 16, includes eight orten feet that in smaller quar-
ries would probably be sold for local building stone. The 
quarry is but recently opened, and as it is driven back this 
thickness will probably be added to the amount of dimension 
stone. The natural facility for handling the stone here is 
unusually good. Stripping is comparatively little and is 
readily dumped into the river. The stone is lowered and loaded 
on the railway cars by gravity. The dip of the rocks here is 2°, 
E. 17° N. 
The stone quarried here is indistinguishable in color and 
texture from that at Stone City. The most important quarry 
is that of Mr. C. A. Huston: The quarry face is about forty feet 
high, and the quarry floor is about twelve feet above low water in 
the river. The upper four or five feet ate weathered into thin 
spalls below which the even courses are from a fmv inches to 
four feet in thickness. As no raUroad is Dear, the output is 
restricted to local uses, thoughthe stone is practically unlimited 
in quantity and its quality is of the best. 
HOUNT VERNON QUAJlRIES. 
The same limestone at Mount Vernon diliers from the stone 
described at Waubeek and Stone City only in a somewhat 
warmer color, slightly coarser grain and perhaps a somewhat 
greater toughness. Lack of facilities for shipping has hindered 
the development of the quarries here, as the stone has to be 
carted about one mile. to the railway station. Since these are 
the "only quarries of the Mount Vernon beds along"thil"fnain 
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line of the Chicago & Northwestern railway, it is probable 
that the abundance of excellent stone they contain may in time 
secure a switch*. The property has recently passed into the 
hands of Messrs. Platner, Gregg & Kirby. They have, within a 
year, put in the most complete and expensive quarry plant in 
Ghe county, embracing a steam channeling engine, steel derrick, 
two steam planing engines and a steam crusher. 
The stripping in the main quarry consists of a few feet of 
loess and clayey upper till, a little residuary clay in pockets and 
depressions, and about eight feet of spalls. Beneath these thin 
layers are several layers six to eight inches thick, and the fol-
lowing succession of layers to the quarry floor: 1 foot, 10 inches, 
2 feet, 10 inches, 6 inches, 1 foot, 6 inches, 1 foot, 2 feet 11 
inches, 2 feet 4: inches. No chipstone layers are found and no 
cherty nodules OT silica in any form occur. 
To test the thickness of this building stone, borings were 
made with diamond drill to a depth of fifty feet beneath 
the present quarry floor. The cores show that to that depth 
the above stone continues unchanged, mostly in heavily bedded 
courses. A few layers, however, show thin alternating hard 
amI soft htmime. The last few inches of the cores indicate a 
near approach to the lime rock of the Le Claire. The local dip 
is 3', S. 37' W. The market is local and along the Chicago & 
Northwestern railway. The adaptability of this stone to 
large and fine structures is illustrated in the chapel of Cornell 
Col1ege, constructed in 1878 of stone from this quarry at a cost 
of $70,000. 
Mr. William Conklin owns a quarry of similar stone which 
shares the local market with the quarry just described. At the 
quarry of Anton Novak, west of the Ivanhoe bridge across the 
Cedar, the stone, while in several layers similar to that at 
Mount Vernon, is in other layers highly vesicular, less evenly 
bedded, and destitute of lamination. In some layers fiat, len-
ticular concretions of chert 'form' almost continuous bands. 
Interbedded layers of a compact, darker rock occur which 
weathers into rhombic chipstene. This quarry furnished the 
stone for the piers of the adjacent bridge 
~bove was written, trlLCks have \lOell built troID the Mount Vernon station and 
the quarrios greatly onlarged. 
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COGGAN BEDS. 
These beds, like those which have been described above, are 
dolomitic. They are heavily bedded, destitute of lamination, and 
often porous and highly vesicular. Where cavities are few and 
of small size this stone is well adapted for heavy masonry, and 
has been used for bridge piers at Coggan, Central City and 
Paris. ffhe quarries of these beds have been already described. 
BERTRAM BEDS. 
Except 011 a few farms the Bertram stone is not quarried. 
Its brittleness and habits of weathering, as well as locally het-
erogeneous structure, render it unfit for ma~onry. 
OTIS BEDS. 
Some lower and even layers of these beds are quarried at 
Otis, Central City and other points, for cellars, well curbing and 
other similar purposes. In general the Rtone is fit only for 
macadam, for which purpose it is quarried at Cedar Rapids. 
KENWOOD BEDS AND FAYETTE BRECCIA. 
Some harder layers near the top of the Kenwood and the 
Gyroceras beds of the breccia have been quarried to a slight 
extent at :Marion, near Cedar Rapids and near Flemingville. If 
the lattel', 01' Uppel' Davenpol't limestone, existed undisturbed 
in any thickness in the county it would prove one of our valua-
ble building stones. 
OEDAR VALLEY LIMESTONE. 
This stone is often too shaly to be of much use as a build-
ing stone. As a rule, it soon breaks up under the alternations of 
wet and dry and of heat and frost. The bedding is not smooth 
or even, and it is covered by oblique fracture-planes which 
make it impossible to qualTy blocks of any considerable size. 
Certain barren beds beneath the ACeI'uula'l'ia drwidsoni life-zone 
furnish a better stone, which is suitable for foundations for 
small buildings. 'fhe best quarries are George Ward's, four 
miles southeast of Centre Point, from which that town obtains 
much of its stone, Irodd's quarry at rl'oddville, Peter Mack's at 
Alice postoffice, and Fay's quarry at 'froy Mills. 
14GRep 
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DRIFT. 
The boulders of northern dtift, though seldom so plentiful 
as to interfere with agriculture, are sufficient to furnish founda-
tion stone for many barns and farm houses. In some instances 
granite boulders of large size have been broken up for dressed 
stone. 
CLAYS. 
OHARACTER AND DISTRIBUTION. 
Valuable clays are everywhere present in the county and are 
of several kinds, which will be briefly mentioned. 
Loess.-The loam of this ancient ftuvio-lacustI'ine deposit 
makes, when properly handled, an excellent building b11Ck of 
sufficient hardness and density, and of a fine cherry red color. 
The best brick clay is found in the upper stratum of the loess. 
This stratum thickens at the base of loess hills and here brick 
yards are usually placed. The clay here is finer, tougher, 
browner, usually finely jointed on drying, and banded with fer-
ruginous stains. 
Sand is obtained in the same pits from the sandy loess 
beneath. In mixing the sandy layers with the upper stratum, 
the experience and judgment of the burner is followed. The 
mistake of using too much sand for the sake of ready handling 
is more common than the opposite one of using too little, espec-
ially in yards where the brick are hand ,made and sun dried. 
A soft, porous brick results, which must be handled with the 
delicate attentions appropriate to bric-a-brac, and which 
goes to pieces if left out over the winter unprotected, and when 
in the'wall develops in a few years a seriously seamy side on 
the weather face. 
In machine brick the quantity of sand can be lessened. 
The upper stratum of the loess can be used quite pure, although 
it is said to work better when mixed with the pulverulent loess 
beneath, or with a little sand or coal ash. An excellent smooth 
faced brick, though somewhat brittle, is made from this layer 
by machinery now in use in the county. Some pressed brick 
made by a Boyd brick press in Chicago from clay in the upper 
loess taken from the Wolf yard at Cedar Rapids le.ves little to 
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be desired ill their hard, smooth faces, and oven and sharp 
edges. On low ground adjacent to loess hills, a stiffer, partially 
decolorized clay derived from the loess is found, which makes 
excellent tile. 
Drift Clays.-Where drift is of the clayey type in which 
boulders and pebbles are comparatively few, it makes a harder 
and denser brick than the average loess·loam. The presence 
of pebbles of any considerable size or to any extent in such 
brick produces a heterogeneous texture and introduces an ele-
ment of weakness. The upper or yellow till is better adapted 
than the lower or blue till when equally clayey, since, though 
it contains larger boulders, limestone pebbles are not so com· 
mono These burn into quick lime, and unless previously crushed, 
rupture or weaken tbe brick on slacking. In this class may be 
included slough clays, or gumbo washed from the drift. These 
are stiff, often gritty, sometimes pebbly in their passage into 
the drift, and make excellent brick and tile. 
PLANTS IN OPERATION. 
Cedar Rapids.-The plant of S. Peacock and Son is the largest 
in the county, consisting of an engine of twenty-five horse 
power, a stiff-mud brick machine, the Auger mill No.5, of 
Nolan and Maddan's make, with a capacity of 15,000 brick per 
day, drying sheds holding 150,000 brick, and two circular, down-
draft kilns. The clay used is the loess, mostly from the upper 
layer, and makes a smooth·surface brick of superior appear-
ance. 
Mr. P. A. Wolf uses also the loess·loam, making a brick the 
excellence of which is well attested by experience. A" Chief" 
soft-mud machine with a capacity of 30,000 per day is used, 
employing horse power. Drying sheds built on the Pullet 
system are employed and have a capacity of 100,000. The 
brick are bnrned in two clamp kilns, with coal and soft wood. 
Mr. J. S. McKee also manufactures largely for home market. 
He uses the loess-loam to a depth of about three and one-half 
feet, mixing with it sandy soil and hard coal screenings in defi-
nite proportions. The machine used is the Old Reliable hand 
press, with a capacity of 10,000 per day. The· capacity of the 
drying sheds is 50,000. 
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~Ir. J. L. Peddycord uses a reddish drift clay so strong that 
it is tempered with the sand which ovel'lies·it; and burns into a 
hard, firm brick. No lime pebbles were noticed, though others 
of the ordinary drift type are not uncommon. A Quaker horse 
power machine is used, capacity 18,000 per day. The brick 
are sun dried and burned in a clamp kiln with soft wood and 
coal. 
Mr. D. W. Stookey operates a tile plant consisting of steam 
engine, crusher, a Brewer and Tiffany machine, capacity 
10,000 three·inch tile per day, three drying sheds and two 
circular, down·draft kilns, each of 150,000 capacity. The clay 
used is slougb clay or gumbo, passing into drift. A switch of 
the Burlington, Cedar Rapids & Northern enters the yard. Coal 
is used for burning. 'J1he market is local, and along the line 
of the above railway. 
,Varian. 'fhe brick and tile yard of ~Ir. J. Beck is situated 
one and one-half miles south of town. The loess is used ten 
feet below the surface. The brick are hand made and sun 
dried and have been largely used in the business blocks of 
Marion. Tile is also made, with the Bennett machine, and a 
drying shed holding 20,000 tile is included in the plant. 
Lisbon ({mi ilfmmt Vernon. Mr . .T. B. Robinson, of Mount 
Vernoll, and Mr. Henry Goodman, of Lisbon, both use the loess, 
mixing the Upp81' and lower layers. The ware, which is dried 
in the sun, and burned in clamp kilns, finds a market in the 
two towns. Mr. Robinson's brick are hand made, and Mr. 
Goodman uses a Quaker machine. 
_The tile works of Deibert and Brenneman are conveniently 
situated at the Mount Vernon station. A tough, pebbleless 
clay of loess derivation is used. The plant consists of steam 
engine, brick and tile machine, with a capacity of 10,000 tile 
per day, drying sheds and one circular down·draft kiln of the 
usual capacity. 
Cenler Poinl. Messrs.nIiller and Hart operate a tile plant at 
this place consisting of Chandler and Taylor machine, capacity 
5,000 })or day, now run by horse powor, soon to be supplanted 
by steam, with the usual drying sheds and kiln. The tile finds 
market in the adjoining townships. The clay used is gray 
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jointed gumbo 01' slougb clay; apparently ire. from pebbles of 
any considerable size. 'At the sarhe locality )11'. Chades John· 
son manufactures a hand made, sun dl'ied brick from clay 'on 
low ground', probably derived from the loois. 
Celltral City. Mr. A. L. Hatch makes a clean, hard brick 
from the upper jointed loess. The plant comprises a thirty-five 
horse power steam engine, a soft-mud machine, foul' drying 
sheds and a clamp kiln holding 120,000. The market is at home 
and in adjacent towns on the Illinois Central railroad. 
CoggaJl. A brick and tile manufactory was recently estab-
lished at this place by J. Peacock & Son, of Cedar Rapids. rl'he 
plant consists of a Brewer steam crnsher, an Ohio Special 
Frieze machine, steam engine, drying sheds, and a circular, 
down draft kiln, with a capacity of 40,000 three-inch tile every 
two weeks. The clay bank is run entire and consists of blue 
and yellow till. It is perhaps the stiffest clay used ill the 
county. . 
LDIE. 
The Le Claire limestone supplies all the lime burned in the 
county. This formation Tanks among the first lime producing 
rocks of the United States, furnishing a slowly slacking, slowly 
setting, cool lime, which displaces, wherever it is introduced, 
hotter limes burned from other fOl'mations. Architects and 
builders givo it preference on account of the hardness and dur-
ability of its mortar; dolomitic lime having much the same 
advantages over calcareous limes, as dolomitic building stones 
possess over pure non-magnesian limestones. Masons and plas~ 
~erers prefer it because the slowness with which it sets gives 
them longer time in which they may more thoroughly do their 
work, and also enables them to work to better advantage and 
therefore, on the whole, the more rapidly. 
Certain physical characteristics are of advantage to the Le 
Claire as a lime-producing rock. It is quite free from cbert, 
silica and argillaceous matter, containing less that one per cent 
of these impUlities; Us porous and vesicular texture gives 
ready access to heat in the kiln and to water in slacking, Other 
counties in Iowa in which the ·Le Claire is found have, so fai', 
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equal advantages with Linn, but in one respect LinD county has 
a special advantage which ought to stimulate the industry to 
greater expansion. The market for Iowa lime is largely to the 
west. To the east it encounters the equally good limes of mi-
Dais and Wisconsin, made from the same or similar formations. 
To the west, however, it has few, if any, important local rivals. 
The Le Claire reaches it.s furthest western extension in central 
Iowa, in Linn county. The limes of Linn county are nearer 
the west-ern market than any other Upper Silurian limes in the 
state. The lime rock in the county also has decayed less than is 
common in the Upper Silurian. Its lime is therefore heavier 
and gives the purchaser by the barrel an advantage which the 
wholesalers who buy lighter limes by weight and sell by 
measure understand. 
VIOLA. 
Mr. S. H. Gulick of Marion is the owner of two draw-kilns 
recently built at this place. Their capacity is 375 barrels per 
day. One is situated at the quarries at the edge of the village, 
the other at the quarry one-half mile north. Both are by the 
side of the Chicago, Milwaukee & Saint Paul railway tracks and 
lime is loaded directly from the lime houses to the- cars. The 
fuel used is wood. The rock is of a ·superior quality and has 
already been described. The amount of stripping necessary in 
the Pleistocene deposits is rather large and increases as the 
quarries are driven back into the hill. 
MOUNT VERNON. 
A patent draw-kiln owned by Mr. E. M. Smith is situated 
above Ivanhoe bridge on the Cedar, the rock being obtained 
from the Palisades along the left bank of the river below Bale's 
branch. The long haul to the cars at Mount Vernon no doubt 
decreases the profit but it does not increase the price, nor does 
it lower the excellent reputation of the lime in the Cedar Rap-
ids markets. This is at present the only kiln at the palisades, 
but steps are being taken to open up an extensive- industry at 
the Upper Palisades where stripping is readily disposed of in 
the river, and kilns can be so placed that stone can be hauled 
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away, is an easy one and a trackconld be laid from that station 
without any steep grades. 'rhe rock in quantity und quality is 
unexcelled iu the west and as the Palisades kilns will be the 
only ones using the Le Claire rock on the main line of the 
Chicago & Northwestern they would enjoy special advantages 
of shipment along its extensive lines. 'fhe region is forested at 
present, but owing to the nearness to Cedar Rapids and Mount 
Vernon, wood as fuel for calcination would cost more than in 
some other districts. The question of fuel is a vital one to lime 
burners, and they will suffer pet'haps more directly and imme-
diately than most otherindustries, by the nnnecessary and rapid 
destruction of our forests now in pl'ogress*. 
Lime has been burned in considerable quahtities from other 
formations than the Le Claire, but, so far as known, these pot-
kilns have all been abandoned and the Le Claire lime now has 
the entire field. The Otis beds once supplied several kilns near 
Cedar Rapids and one at Central City, making a II hot lJ non-
magnesian lime. If an intermediate lime should ever be 
desired, the Bertram beds would furnish it of excellent quality. 
SAND. 
This necessary building material is readily obtained in most 
parts of the county from rivers or from the outcropping of the 
basal sands of the loess, with but little expense besides the cost 
of hauling. 
*3lncotho abave was written aspuf of thE! Chlc:qo & :s'orth-wOcStorn Railway has boon 
buIlt from B9rtr.lm to tbe UPPBf ['all5J.d~8 and th3 erection of one of tho largost lime plants 
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